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Alumni,·Day,-1082 

I 
Friday, May 21, 1982, gave palpable evidence to the fact that the sun 
doesn't shine on every Alumni Day, but overcast skies and intermittent 
rain neither dampened enthusiasm nor reduced the numbers attending 
Alumni Weekend 1982. 

A productive Annual Meeting of Representatives on Thursday after
noon, ten successful reunions on Thursday and Saturday and a full Friday 

1 of activities culminating with the annual banquet are the bare bones of 
the weekend. 

The 1932 class celebrated its fiftieth anniversary with elan and flair. A 
year of planning headed by Max Bachhuber, Herman Shapiro, Robert 

·Waffle and George Wegmann came to complete fruition. The death of 
George Wegmann just as his final, jaunty invitation to his classmates was 
being delivered was a sobering note. 

Bob and Ruth Benson from Hawaii easily took the laurels for the 
longest trek to a reunion but others who also traveled a substantial 
distance to celebrate their fiftieth reunion were Howard and Norma 
Hauge of Ft. Lauderdale, FL; Harry and Ruth Mannis of Sherman Oaks, 
CA; Francis and Rebecca Lee McGovern of Danville, VA; and Anna 
Coyne Todd of St. Petersburg, FL. The presence of Mrs. Sam Boyer and 
Mrs. Porter Blanchard added to the success of the reunion. 

' The Friday morning registration and breakfast was again o~e of the 
. most productive "hunting grounds" for Alumni wishing to encounter 

classmates and faculty members. Among those glimpsed were Chester 
•1 Kurtz, '27, mercurial in his appearances and disappearances; Judah Ziz-
1 mor, '34, who spent several days visiting the Radiology Department, call

mg on classmate Fred Mohs in the Chemosurgery Clinic and reminiscing 
with Emeritus Professor Harland Mossman; Morton and Diane Futter
man, '62, determined not to miss one event; David Cline, '62, looking for 
Professor of Medicine Arvin Weinstein to express his thanks; Dick 

,. Gladitsch, '77, departing for a Canadian fishing trip, greeted classmates 
Diana Kruse and Jeff Kunz; Ed and Jean Miner, ' 57, hoping to find some 

. classmates for a post-reunion confab; Earle Rotter, '42, accepting con
gratulations for a " best yet" reunion; Walter Tardy, '67, from New York 
lor his first reunion; john and Marge Gorman, '37, who had to invest in 

, warm clothing to survive midwestern temperatures. A pride of past 
presidents was in evidence including Ken Lemmer, '30; Herb Pohle, '38; 

' Bernie Lifson, '49; Mischa Lustok, '35; Bob Schilling, '43; Dorothy Betlach 
and Ben Lawton, '46; Stan Custer, '42; and John Brennan, '67. 

Emeritus Faculty members included Helen Crawford, Phil Cohen, Her
man Shapiro and Karver Puestow. 

The highly successful Gallery of Miniatures Program for spouses is a 
tribute to the dedication, perseverance and planning ability of Mrs. 
Mavis Zimmermann who spent scores of hours in securing, transporting 
and displaying a dazzling array of miniatures and in arranging for in
teresting "how to" presentations by professional miniaturists. 

Professor and Mrs. Leon Rosenberg, '57 
Professor and Mrs. P.P. Cohen, '38 

Chancellor Shain 
Professor P.P. Cohen, '38 

Dr. Rosenberg Receives Citation 
from Chancellor Shain 



Dean Brown presented an impressive, optimistic report on the current 
health of the Medical School, while Professor of Psychiatry Carl 
Whitaker provided some personal and unique perspectives on preparing 
for retirement. Law Professor Richard Kabaker was witty and apt in offer
ing useful advice concerning current tax laws. 

The assembly wended its way by charter bus and car pool to the 
Wisconsin Center for a reception in the Alumni Lounge overlooking Lake 
Mendota. Most also took a mandatory and enjoyable tour of the Gallery 
of Miniatures. 

The noon luncheon (yes, Virgil, it did include fudge bottom pie) was 
again highlighted by the presentation of Fiftieth Anniversay Medallions 
to the Class of 1932 and awards for outstanding performance in the an
nual giving campaign to the Class of 1946 (Drs. Dorothy and Gene 
Betlach) and the Ophthalmology former residents (Dr. Robert Pointer). 
Dr. Max Bachhuber expressed the thanks of--the 1932 class for its honor. 

Following the luncheon, eighty or more Alumni and spouses toured the 
Governor's mansion while a substantial number toured the Clinical 
Science Center and/or the remodeled Wisconsin General Hospital. 

Regents Ben Lawton and Joyce Erdman, Dean Brown, Radiology Chair
man Dr. Joseph Sackett, Professor Charles Mistretta, and representatives 
of W.A.R.F, Phillips Manufacturing and Winthrop Laboratories par
ticipated in the dedication of a new Radiology Digital Vascular Imaging 
Room. Dr. Mistretta is the inventor of the new imaging technique which 
has been licensed by the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation. 

A reception for all Alumni, Faculty and guests was held in the John 
Juhl Radiology Conference Room following the dedication. The evening 
banquet brought together an overflow crowd of Alumni, Faculty, 
graduating seniors, their spouses and many proud parents for the formal 
highlight of Alumni Day. President Burt Zimmermann skillfully kept the 
program moving at an appropriate pace with due regard for both the 
dignity of the occasion and the threshold of ennui . Senior Class President 
David Kohn accepted the W.M.A.A. membership cards and Gold Medal 
Award in behalf of his class and presented a teaching award to 
Neurology Resident David Kaufman. In his parting comments to the 
Class of 1982, Dean Brown expressed a particular affinity to the class 
which was the freshman class at the time of his appointment. 

The presentation of teaching awards and the responses of the recip
ients are always occasions of warmth and expressions of honest emotion . 
This year awards were presented to Professor of Anatomy John K. Har
ting (this was an inadvertent wedding present), to Associate Professor of 
Surgery Eberhard Mack, and to members of the Clinical Facu..lty, Dr. Ben 
Lawton '46, Marshfield; Dr. Eliot Huxley, 72, Mt. Sinai; and Dr. Thomas 
Roberts, '68, LaCrosse. 

Neither recipient of the Emeritus Faculty Award could be present but 
expressions of gratitude for the honor were read by Emeritus Professor 
William Stone in behalf of Professor Raymond Herrin and Dr. James 
Angevine, ' 59, in. behalf of his father, Emeritus Professor D . Murray 
Angevine. 

Chancellor Irving Shain presented Distinguished Medical Al-umni Cita
tions to Emeritus Professor Philip P. Cohen, '38, and to Dr. Leon 
Rosenberg, '57, Chairman of Human Genetics at Yale University Medical 
School. Dr. Cohen's response was shot through with humor and pride in 
the University. He made capital of the fact that he and his co-recipient 
and former student, Dr. Leon Rosenberg, are competitors pursuing an 
overlapping research objective. Dr. Rosenberg was deeply moved by the 
honor. Particularly significant was the presence of members of his family 
and two dozen of his classmates on the occasion of the twenty-fifth an
niversary of their graduation from Medical School. 

New President Wilbert Wiviott, ' 57, adjourned the meeting and 
another Alumni Day was history. The team of Burt and Mavis Zimmer
mann who had given dedicated, effective leadership to the Medical 
Alumni Association for the 1981-82 year relaxed and accepted con
gratulations after an exhilarating, exhausting tenure. 

For the students, faculty and parents, the weekend would not be com
plete until Sunday Commencement exercises. Final class reunions were 
held on Saturday for the Classes of 1937, 1952, 1962 and 1977. 
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David Kohn 
1982 Class President 

Ben Lawton, '46 
Recipient of Teaching Award 

Dr. P.P. Cohen Congratulated by 
President B. Zimmermann 

Associate Professor of Surgery Eberhard K 
Recipient of Teaching Award 

,. 



Dr. David Kaufman, Resident in Neurology 
Accepting Teaching Award " 

Teaching Award 
to Dr. Thomas Roberts, LaCrosse 

Teaching Award Recipient 
Dr. Eliot Huxley 

Thanks to B. Zimmermann from Dean Brown 

Dr. James Angevine Accepts 
Emeritus Faculty Award for 
Father D. Murray Angevine 

Emeritus Professor W. Stone Accepts 
Award for Professor R. Herrin 

Retiring President Zimmermann 
Passes Gavel to President Wiviott 

REUNION PHOTOS 
Copi es o f Reunion ph otograph s o r 
other photo's appea rin g in the 
Qu arterly m ay be ord ered from the 
M edi ca l Alumni Offi ce at a co st of : 

4 " X 5" 
5" X 7 " 
8" X 10 " 

$1 .35 
$2.00 
$2.50 

See insert for 
reunton group 
photos ... 
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LITTLE THINGS 

BIG 
MEMORIES 
Marilyn Schilling 

Dollhouses are for little girls, right? 
And model trains are for little boys, 
agreed? It ain ' t necessarily so, as the 
old famili ar refrain goes, and about 
65 spouses of University of Wiscon
sin Medical Alumni were quick to 
concur during the past graduation 
and reunion weekend in Madison. 

For two and a half hours they 
wandered through the World of 
Miniatures, an exhibit orchestrated 
and set up at the Wisconsin Center 
by Mrs. Burt (Mavis) Zimmermann of 
Milwaukee, 1981 's " First Lady" of 
the Medical Alumni Association . The 
scenes in their glass and wood cases 
were I ike peeks into the past, or 
fairyl and, or dreams, and they readi
ly evoked the glee of Childhood 
Remembered . 

In a " Country Kitchen " (just like 
Grandma's) were a pine ice box, a 
black iron stove with kettles, a hand 
pump at the wooden sink, and the 
walls and base panelling were 
memory-real. 

Nearby was a second offering of 
the Midvale Hobby Shop's Marge 
Thomas, miniatures designer-artist
teacher, titled "Country Store". In
deed, one could imagine walking 
right into mixed smells of sausage, 
bakery, yard goods and sundries. 

Adding a humorous touch, an "An 
OB's Office" by Doris Casey of Wee 
Littles in Cedarburg, Wisconsin. The 
doctor encourages a very nervous 
patient in his authentically furnished 
examining room while in the typical 
outer office wait several women in 
obvious stages of pregnancy, one of 
them reading a book on birth 
control. 

" Miniature hobbyists are the 
second largest group (behind stamp 
collectors) in the United States," 
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Ms. Deann·a Spanjar Demonstrates 
the Art of Creating a Room Box 

says Deanna Spanjar, of Mequon, 
who demonstrate.d the art of 
creating a " box". " And when some
one says you have a small mind, 
that's a compliment," she grins. 

A lot of the appeal for a beginner 
in this hobby is that you have most 
of the tools you need right in your 
own house. You can start as soon as 
you have the inclination--example: 
cutting board, scissors, glue, 
tweezers, exacto knife and tape. " Of 
course as you progress to smaller 
and better things you can spend all 
kinds of money, " Spanjar adds. 
" And once you see the possibilities 
you never throw anything away-
ribbons, cloth and pretty paper 
scraps, jewelry--there is a use for 
almost every tiny snap, hook or 
stick ." 

A black-lacquered cigar box held 
a pretty little funeral parlor. Picture 
a bench made of tongue depressors 
and a chandelier that was once a 
brooch. A "Mouse House" by Mrs. 
George (Leigh) Behnke, Appleton , 

Wisconsin, featured ruffled 
curtains,a braided rug and a 
homespun air--and an inexplicable 
appeal to the little girl in the 
spouses . 

Collecting can be expensive. 
Skilled craftsmen and artists spend 
weeks making authentic copies of 
furniture, paintings, wallpapers, and 
the period piece you want may be 
one of a kind. Ms . Spanjar assures 
us, " Everything made in full size can 
be found in miniature--right down to 
light switches and salt shakers. And 
once your friends and family know 
you are into "small " things you 
become an easy person to buy gifts 
for on travels and holidays. You ' ll 
receive treasures from around the 
world. " 

Collecting can be time consuming 
Recording ideas and purchases takes 
hours and careful organization . 
Travel takes on purpose along with 
pleasure, and reading, researching 
brings lots of discovery and 
understanding--and more ideas for 



I At the Callery of Miniatures 

Mrs. Mavis Zimmermann 
Presiding at Spouses' Program 

new boxes. 
All the while you're assembling a 

scene you have fun. You can put 
together an actual replica of an 
existing room or one from your own 
past. In the Thorne collection at the 
Chicago Art Institute, to-scale 
reproductions of rooms from famous 
historical homes or typical period 
rooms from different countries offer 
hours of delightful viewing. Maybe 
your box will be a gift, or an ac
cessory for your home, or maybe 
it'll end up in the attic; nevertheless, 

it's a good outlet for creative energy 
and what you end up with is unique. 

The scale you decide to use is not 
an absolute dictated one. Miniatures 
have and use many. The 0 scale is a 
quarter-inch to one foot, HO is half 
of the 0 scale and the N scale is half 
of that. "As our group grows we 
don't just get bigger and better, we 
get smaller and better," the 
enthusiast tells us. " But even having 
everything to scale isn't terribly im
portant. After all, don't we all have 
some piece of furniture that's 

"wrong" in our homes but is kept 
because we love it? Okay, if you 
like something a lot, keep it and 
enjoy." 

Archie Budzak enjoys trains. He 
attended this meeting as both a 
miniaturist and the spouse of a U.W. 
Medical School alumna. His HO 
scale Trolley Module was assembled 
especially for this exhibit from his 
private collection. "I grew up in 
Milwaukee watching the Milwaukee 
Road and North Shore trains from 
my window; took them for granted 
as I did the street cars which were 
abandoned in the 60's. Now it's 
great to be able to build and recall 
and recreate a bit of past," he says. 
He is a regular weekly visitor to the 
Midvale Hobby Shop and likes talk
ing to owner Dave Rawlings, " who is 
great about letting people browse 
and window shop." 

For the newcomer who wants a 
bit of background and lots of infor
mation on what is available, how to 
use it or do it, Deanna suggests a 
1980 book by Robert Schleicher, 
Dol/houses and Dioramas, Chilton 
Book Company. It's current and has 
good basic ideas and aids. So do the 
books by Helen Ruthberg. Most hob
by shops and art supply stores can 
help you get started, though. And 
the Miniature Gazette, a quarterly 
published by the National Associa
tion of Miniature Enthusiasts, is 
fascinating and fun. 

In the meantime, lucky viewers 
will fondly remember Louise 
Hedrick's "Victorian Christmas" and 
its Santa Claus in a rocking chair 
beside a stocking-hung marble 
fireplace, its candle-bedecked tree 
and needlepoint rug and lovely 
etched-glass door pane creating an 
ambience of peaceful nostalgia. 

And parents can dream of giving a 
special little girl Christine 
Eisenberg's 1982 prize winner in the 
Miniature Room and Dollhouse 
competition called "Winter Fan
tasies". A glittering Christmas tree 
beckons from within a multipaned 
bay window, and outside in sparkl
ing snow stands a dark-haired fairy 
princess wearing a filmy white dress 
and golden crown, holding an 
upraised wand. An old-fashioned gas 
lamp softly lights the scene while a 
music box tinkles "Creensleeves". 

Adults all carry their little girl and 
boy selves within them, and it is 
those memories, wishes, and 
daydreams that made eager 
miniature-gazers of everyone. 
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VALEDICTORY 
REMARKS 
Medical Alumni Banquet 
Arnold L. Brown, M.D., Dean 

Just about four years ago, on a hot 
day in August over in Social 
Sciences, I welcomed you to the 
Medical School. Some of you even 
welcomed me since I had been dean 
for only a few days at the time. 
Before launching into a rather heavy 
discourse on the medicine of the 
'80's, I said something about the 
challenges that you would be 
meeting in the next four years but 
also that you should not worry too 
much about getting through the cur
riculum, pointing out that a rather 
large body of us had accomplished 
that feat, so why shouldn't you. I 
also mentioned that those years 
would pass almost in the blink of an 
eye. Most of you didn't believe me. 
Then two years later, just prior to 
your third year, on a hot day in July, 
I said about the same thing and also 
reminded you that we had started in 
this medical school together and 
that our learning curves had been 
more or less parallel. 

Now, on a warm evening in May, 
talk to you for the last time as 
students. I suspect you would agree 
that these four years have flown 
past. In some important respects, 
you are very different people now 
than you were then. While not ap
parent to you, perhaps, we have 
seen you change and we like very 
much what we see. Much of that 
change occurred as a result of your 
own efforts, but we do claim some 
credit for it. We are proud of you 
and I hope that you are proud to be 
a graduate of the medical school, 
for on Sunday that is just what you 
will be. 

As alumni I hope you will be as 
generous with your time and effort 
as have been those who have come 
before you. All of you, I'm sure, are 
aware of all that the alumni have 
done for you as students, starting 
back in the warm August of 1978 
with a picnic but extending to so 
many things since. They have been 
very concerned about how you were 
getting along and have looked for 
ways to make your I ives at least a 
little bit easier. In the years to come 
I hope you will have similar con
cerns for those who will be going 
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through what you have just com
pleted. 
I have one request to make of you. 
I would like to be regarded as a 
member of the Class of '82. We 
started together, did a I ittle suffer
ing together, and learned a lot in 
four years. I promise not to make a 
big deal of my membership and will 
be very quiet at class meetings. You 
can't ask more of a dean. 

Speaking for the faculty, I'd like 
to express our gratitude and our ad
miration· for a group of you that 
may be the most important element 
of all for this occasion and com
mencement. I refer, of course, to the 
mothers, fathers, husbands, and 
wives of the graduates. You got 
them throu,gh by dint of sacrifices 
that only you can know. The 
graduates will show their thanks to 
you in many ways that will mean 
much more to you. But I cannot let 
this opportunity pass without saying 
a very heartfelt and very much 
deserved thank you. 

To the Class of '82, have a good 
time over the next few weeks before 
you really start to work. I'll see you 
on Sunday. 

Q 



A Thank You from 
Emeritus Professor 
Raymond C. Herrin 
In March, 1975, I had a bad stroke. I 
cannot talk . People have trouble 
hearing me. I talk a little, my voice 
becomes hoarse. I talk a little more 
and I begin coughing. Then I know I 
have talked too much. Consequent
ly, my remarks are to be read . 

I was born July 9, 1900 on a farm 
about 11 miles northeast of 
Indianapolis. My dad was born there 
December 24, 1875 in a log cabin. 
His mother, a German, died in 
January, 1876. My grandpa, Thomas 
Herrin, could not read or write. My 
dad moved to Blackford County in 
December, 1905. In September, 
1918, I entered Purdue University. I 
did well in Chemistry. I elected an 
extra semester of agr. chemistry and 
worked my thesis in that depart
ment. I got my B.S. in June, 1922. 

My dad said that you could make 
more money doing something else 
than farming. So I became a voca
tional ag teacher in Brookville, near 
Dayton, Ohio. My friend soon 
became J. Daniel Bright. He was a 
principal and teacher of his tory and 
French. In September, 1924, we 
came to the University of Wisconsin. 
I took Steenbock's course in animal 
chemistry. The next year I was a 
teaching assistant in ag. chemistry. 
In June, 1928, I got my Ph.D. in ag. 
chemistry. In September I became 
an instructor in physiology. I was 
paid $2,000 for two semesters. My 
salary got up to $2,400. In 
December, 1933, I got my M.D. at 
the University of Chicago. My salary 
was $2,100 and my rank was assis
tant professor. Prof. T. Patterson at 
Wayne State had an opening. I was 
offered a job Dean Middleton and 
Dr. Meek thought I should stay at 
Wisconsin, so they raised my salary 
to $2,600. 

The first problem in physiology 
was immobilization contracture, 
given me by Dr. Meek. He had a 
son, John, who had osteomyelitis. 
All the surgeons could do was excise 
the necrotic tissue, establish 
drainage, and put on a cast. When 
thecastwas removed, the limb w as 
stiff. In those days I could read Ger-
man and French. One worker in 
each wrote a report that during the 
i1rst 12 days a reflex fixed the limb 
but after that time changes in the 

sarcoplasm caused the rigidity. 
confirmed this and demonstrated to 
the Soc. of Exp. Med. I did not 
publish since two others had the 
results. The best research Dr. Meek 
and I ever did was published in 
Arch. of Int. Med., Vol. 51, 152 
(1933) "Distention as a Factor in 
Intestinal Obstruction." Dr. Schmidt 
had gotten some money to search 
for the toxic factor in obstruction. 
Since I was the only available 
chemist on the faculty, I was given 
that job. I read Cooper's review of 
intestinal obstruction . One late p.m. 
Dr. Meek €ame to my room to talk . 
He asked, " Is there any mechanical 
factor involved?" I told him that Dr. 
Lester Dragstedt thought high 
obstruction was fatal because 
stomach, duodenum and jejunum 
secreted when distended whereas 
the ileum and colon were absorb
tive. I told him that could be tested 
by distention with a balloon . Dr. 
Meek said we should use fistulas in 
dogs. We used three kinds of fistulas 
and other research problems were 
studied. 

Dr. Walter J. Meek was my very 
close friend. He liked the dramatic. 
He was a very effective and stimu
lating lecturer and teacher. He was 
a sharp and effective critic of 
research results. He was very skillful 
with his hands. He wanted .oral 
exams for obvious reasons. He con
fronted good students with hard pro
blem questions. Poor students got 
easier questions. One time he quizz
ed David Bradley, but Dr. Meek 
could not find a question which 
David could not answer. 

I tried to pattern my lecturing, 
quizzing and teaching after Dr. 
Meek's method. I tried with all my 
skill to help students. Knowledge is 
very critical for an M.D., and nurses, 
as well as, pharmacists and graduate 
students. Dr. Meek had the greatest 
influence on my career during 
1928-1948. He was a very stimu
lating, hard working, and likeable 
person. 

On May 6, 1981, I walked in the 
W . Union to the barber shop when 
Dr. Hinke told his twin sons, second 
year medics, "There goes my 
physiology teacher. " Introductions 
followed. He was with the Marsh-

field Clinic in Wisconsin. That was a 
wonderful occasion for me. Dr. T. 
Rice is there. He was a resident in 
OB under Dr. Thornton when our 
youngest. David, was born in Oc
tober, 1949. Dr. Ben Lawton is there. 
That was a very gratifying and 
wonderful occasion for me. It is too 
bad I cannot talk. 

I thank you very much for the 
honor you have confered upon me. 
Words fail to express my apprecia
tion. 

Q 
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PRESIDENT'S COLUMN 
Dr. Wilbert W. Wiviott, '52 

Last year the Medical Alumni 
Association celebrated its Silver 
Anniversary. From the term of the 
first President, Dr. Kenneth Lemmer 
'30, to the term of the first president 
of the second quarter century, Dr. 
Burton Zimmermann '43, the 
Association has accomplished much. 

From the successful fund cam
paign that made the Middleton 
Library a reality to the active par
ticipation on the Board of Directors 
by students representing each class, 
the Association has continued to 
grow and to respond positively to 
the needs of the Medical School and 
of the student body. 

The past has been very successfu I 
but the future has potential for even 
greater success. Our new and ex
panded Board of Directors of 
twenty-five members will be respon
ding to new program goals proposed 
by a long range planning committee 
which has made an excellent beginn
ing under the Chairmanship of Dr. 
Hanno Mayer '46. 

We shall be continuing and expan
ding the " Live-In-and-Learn " Pro
gram which has been given new 
momentum under the leadership of 
Dr. Sanford Mackman ' 59. I also in
tend to foster reunions of former 
house officers who trained at 
Wisconsin. This will be done through 
increasing the number of Wisconsin 

receptions or dinners at national 
meetings in order to permit old 
friendships to be re-established. 

The Board of Directors will be 
continuing its efforts to make the 
W.M.A.A. more visible and mean
ingful to the medical student body 
Our financial support to the Medical 
Student Association, our funds for 
loans and scholarships, an increase 
in student active involvement on the 
Board of Directors, as well as sup
port of the student M.A.S.H. house 
are evidence that our relationships 
with the students have continued to 
move in a more positive direction. 

We continue to provide the 
Quarterly, the voice of the Wiscon
sin Medical Alumni Association, to 
all Alumni. It has grown into a 
publication that is nationally 
recognized thanks to Dr. Mischa 
Lustok, it's editor. 

The second quarter century of the 
Wisconsin Medical Alumni Associa
tion can be even more exciting and 
productive than the first quarter 
century but to achieve this goal we 
will need your help. Your sugges
tions and your participation are 
essential if we are to continue to 
mature and expand. And finally, 
your financial aid, in whatever 
amounts you are able to provide, is 
essential as we proceed with plans 
for 1982-83 and for the future. Q 



.. 

DEAN'S COLUMN 
Arnold L. Brown, M.D. 

Reunion time is one of the 
highlights of the year for the 
medical school, a fact amply reaf
firmed by the events of this past 
May. Classes celebrating their fifth 
to their fiftieth reunions were here 
in considerable numbers and all had 
a good time. The class of '32, par
ticularly, was out in force and each 
responded eloquently as they receiv
ed their 50-year medallions. They 
are, indeed, a hardy, delightful 
bunch. One of the main attractions, 
many claim the attraction, was the 
program arranged by Mavis Zimmer
mann, wife of Alumni Association 
president Burt Zimmermann. This was 
an exhibit of miniatures along with a 
discussion of a hobby that many of 
us knew very little about. She made 
a lot of converts among spouses and 
alumni alike. The banquet had the 
largest attendance ever and in addi
tion to honoring the class of '82 and 
members of the faculty for their 
teaching excellence, Alumni Awards 
were given to Phil Cohen and Leon 
Rosenberg. Leon, who worked with 
Phil as a medical student and 
graduated in 1957, is now on the 
faculty at Yale and recognized as 
one of the leading geneticists in the 
country. 

Three weeks later another alumni 
meeting of special significance oc
curred. This was the first gathering 

of Madison Medicus, newly organiz
ed for our minority graduates. The 
impetus for the organization was 
provided by Ron Myers, a second 
year student who also made the ar
rangements for the meeting. The 
Board of Directors is chaired by Ada 
Fisher (75) and includes Dial 
Hewlett (76), Dearborn Edwards 
(77), Lawrence Tolsen (77), 
Stephanie Williamson (78), Greg 
Daniels ('82), and Ron Mye·rs. After 
an organizational meeting there was 
a lunch and panel discussion at 
which David Kindig, Vice Chancellor 
for the Center for Health Sciences, 
Ralph Hawley, and I spoke. In the 
evening, Walter Tardy ('67) described 
his experiences as the first black 
graduate of the school. 
. The minority students at the 

medical school have done, and are 
doing, very well. As graduates they 
have become, or are becoming, in
ternists, family practitioners, 
obstetricians, pediatricians, 
surgeons, psychiatrists, anes
thesiologists, and radiologists. Two 
black students, Dan Savage (72) and 
Ricardo Lloyd (75), received both 
the M.D. and Ph.D. degrees and Ray 
Pirtle (79) was elected to AOA. 

When Walter Tardy graduated in 
1967 he was the only minority stu
dent in the school. This fall we will 
have 52. We are proud of our 

minority alumni and, as the meeting 
of Madison Medicus made clear, 
they are just as proud of the school. 

While the alumni are on my mind, 
I should mention that Sture Johnson, 
former chairman of dermatology, 
paid us a visit recently. He lives in 
Sun City, Arizona, and is able to 
play golf only five times a week. His 
handicap is 14. He was visiting Ken 
and Kay Lemmer and remains very 
much devoted to the welfare of the 
school. Q 
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A Critical Choice 
Mischa j. Lustok, M.D., '35 

The wrapping is off the package. 
The neonate physicians, liberated 
from four years of encasement, ex
plode in diverse locomotion and 
scatter about the country with the 
excitement and expectation of new 
adventures. The cloistered years of 
medical school are over. The newly 
minted doctors are on their own. 

The freedom of choice is not an 
easy burden. Intelligent decision 
demands adequate preparation. Are 
our medical school graduates ready 
for the task? 

Coming from a diversity of ethnic, 
social, economic and cultural origins 
as candidates for medical school ad
mission, they were funneled into an 
amalgam that demanded orthodoxy. 
From this fluid mass only those who 
conformed to course requirements, 
received an acceptable numerical 
score from a programmed computer, 
and cleverly manipulated a grade 
point average, were chosen for 
matriculation. Once admitted to the 
medical school, the students were 
locked into a structured curriculum 
predigested by their mentors, and 
were allowed only an occasional 
seasoning of the bland diet by elec
tive diversion. Progression up the 
academic ladder was carefully 
regimented and rigorously examined 
at each ascending step. 

Then suddenly, upon graduation, 
there is a burst of freedom, a libera
tion from a yoke, a loosening of the 
fetters, and the benedict to 
medicine can choose his very own 
road to travel without halting for 
approbation! 

Long range vocational guidance 
did not extend beyond this point. 
The multiplicity and complexity of 
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choices' facing the new graduate are 
awesome. Academic opportunities 
beckon to those with insatiable in
tellectual curiosity, but often deny · 
the warmth of patient-physician in
terplay. The private practice of the 
healing art has promise of rich 
reward in personal service to human 
needs, but can become a relentless 
master and dull the scholarly pur
suits. Forsaking the tree for a 
broader perspective of the forest, 
the administrative and public health 
scene can offer a prestigious identi
ty at the expense of singular involve
ment. A variety of medical disci
plines offers choices in concert as 
well as in discord to the inquiring 
physician's personality and concep
tual needs. 

The plethora of medical and 
surgical specialties and 
subspecialties is mind boggling, but 
these are not the only variables. 
One can select a medical career 
with the primary pledge of great 
financial gain, or one with limitation 
to office hours and time for play, or 
a salaried position freed from the 
obligations of an entrepreneur, or 
one with the challenge of contest 
with man's misfortunes, or even one 
with the blank dispensing of medical 
service by rote. The options are 
limitless. The unsophisticated 
medical school graduate must make 
the choice now. It is a difficult one. 
Once made, it becomes a lifeling 
binding covenant. 

It appears that the medical school 
graduate was led into the arena of 
medicine and then abandoned. The 
geographical dispersal of post
graduate training sites precludes 
effective group counseling. An 

inadvertent shift in an improper 
direction and a career choice incom· 
patible with personal attributes can 
be catastrophic. 

The budding physician would do 
well to emulate a parallel role 
model if one is available. Hopefully, 
the postgraduate trainee will 
carefully select a career orientation 
based on self-appreciation of ap
titude and philosophical concept 
which will lead towards a solid foun
dation of a long-term commitment. 
The occult danger lies in an oppor
tunistic acceptance of a readily 
available short-term gain, an inviting 
but hazardous choice. 

The ·practice of medicine is not 
just a profession, but an all consum
ing way of life. It is not just a job, 
but a profoundly consuming voca
tion. Those who choose their careers 
well will find it to be a joyous com
mission, those who fail will face a 
life of burdensome chore. The 
choice is yours ... and now! Q 



1 ~~~s~y~!;~~t Summer C.P.C. 
Southwest Correspondent 

t1 Phoenix, Arizona. Great News! You 
asked for it and here it is- The 

l Southwest Summer CPC. 
1 A 45 year old beardless white 

male psychiatrist, graying hair, and 
weighing 175 pounds, had been on a 
one year megavitamin C binge sup
plemented with excessive amounts 
of mountain grown coffee (average 
6 cups daily) and individually wrap
ped granola bars. It was 9:30 Sunday 
morning, and with physical fitness in 
mind, he had just completed a series 
of abdominal muscle tensing exer-
cises. Following the last exercise he 
noticed a slight aching somewhere (I 
don't want to make this too easy) in 
the back. The aching progressed to a 
pain that could best be described as 
an intractable clawing pain. The 
pain seemed to be muscular in 
origin. A heavy duty vibrator was 
applied to the back in a counter 
clockwise motion. This did absolute
ly noting except cause a minor 
sprain and aching in the right hand. 

The oldest son yelled something 
about a doctor who treats himself is 
a fool , so a hurried trip in the family 
Jeep was made to the nearest 
emergency room. The family doctor 
was waiting and mac;le a tentative 
diagnosis. A surgical consultant with 
small hands was called in but only 
after mental illness was ruled out. 
The pain persisted and conservative 
treatment was started with 
analgesics. 

Monday morning surgery was per
formed by the surgeon with the 
small hands. The procedure suc
cessfully removed the source of the 
pain Unfortunately, Thursday mor
ing pain of even greater intensity 
began in the same location. The 

pain was·accompanied by a tem
perature of 104 degrees F (I lost my 
conversion scale for centigrade) and 
a marked elevation in blood 
pressure. The attending surgeon was 
off call that afternoon but according 
to nursing service, " He was fully in
formed of the clinical course." The 
nursing staff kept angrily reassuring 
the patient all afternoon and early 
evening that the surgeon was aware 
of what was happening. By midafter
noon the patient was labeled a bad 
patient and troublemaker. The head 
nurse paid him a visit after the se
cond nurse was banished from the 
room with a barrage of profanity 
tempered by pain . 

That evening medical and surgical 
consultants appeared and recom
mendations made. Obviously 
something was wrong and it was not 
getting better. Four days later the 
patient was again taken to surgery. 
The op note emphasized small 
hands had been a definite asset dur
ing surgery. Ten days in Intensive 
Care followed. 

Postoperatively the temperature 
.and blood pressure remained 
elevated. Tubes were in every possi
ble orifice and in a few which 
weren't there to begin with. The 
surgeon cautioned, " Don't let the 
blood clot in that tube." The blood 
promptly clotted . 0 + blood was 
started at midnight on the third 
postoperative day (second opera
tion). The hemoglobin was 8 grams 
and falling . The surgeon's comment 
was, "It doesn't look good," and the 
patient was thinking the very same 
thing. The transfusion (ethnic type 
unknown but probably Polish) must 
have been very good blood. All 

bleeding stopped and the patient 
was transferred out of Intensive 
Care. 

On the eighteenth hospital day 
the patient was sent home in a 
depressed state, with a persistently 
elevated temperature, elevated 
blood pressure, twenty pound 
weight loss, a distinct dislike of all 
fruit nectars, and a list of foods to 
avoid (including asparagus and 
spinach) taken from a textbook of 
medicine copyrighted 1958. Five 
months later the only signs of illness 
were mild hypertension and the 
hospital bill. 

Now for absolutely no CME 
Credits, match your expertise with 
your colleagues. Free associate to 
differential diagnoses and complica- · 
tions, remembering that doctors 
make the worst patients. 

Preoperative Diagnosis. 
(1 required) 

First Surgical Procedure. 
(1 required) 

First Tissue Diagnosis. 
(1 required) 

Second Surgical Diagnosis. 
(2 required) 

Second Surgical Procedure. 
(1 required) 

Second Tissue Diagnosis. 
(1 required) 

Size and Location of Incision. 
(second operation) 

Final Diagnoses. 
(minimum of 3 required) 

Send your answers to your 
southwest correspondent at 5051 N . 
34th Street, Phoenix, Arizona. Q 
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Recently while reading the Chicago 
Sun Times, I became intrigued by a 
story out of Baraboo, Wisconsin. 
The International Crane Foundation 
reported a baby chick born June 1, 
1982. The article went on to relate 
that the mother crane, Tex, did not 
respond to male cranes but instead 
to a male human. Now I don't claim 
an expertise in understanding female 
cranes. For that matter, I don't 
believe I can always understand 
females, per se, but that is another 
issue. I realize bird psychology is a 
new specialty, but I wondered 
whether her given name, Tex, had 
produced confusion of sexual identi
ty. Perhaps she had been traumatiz
ed early in her childhood by the 
threat of extinction of her species. 

I learned, further, that cranes 
must be stimulated by a dancing 
male crane in order to dance 
themselves and become excited to 
ovulate. Since the waltz, rhumba 
and box step are no longer in style, 
fugured disco and rock and roll may 
not be as effective. Perhaps Tex was 
just not with it. Then I read Tex 
would not respond to a male crane. 
Instead she chose a Mr. George Ar
chibald, the Director of the Founda
tion. Mr. Archibald began dancing 
with Tex during the spring mating 
season of 1977, 1978 and 1979 but 
had been too busy to dance with her 
in 1980 and 1981 .. A Japanese Or
nithologist was spurned by Tex in 
1980. Another Foundation specialist 
danced with her in 1981 but this too 
failed to excite Tex. Finally, this 
year, Mr. Archibald "decided to 
make an all out effort." He moved 
in with Tex on April 1 and became 
her "room-mate" until May 20. The 
article failed to mention what their 
live in arrangements were but in to
day's permissive society, the reader 
may reach his own conclusions. My 
only professional question was 
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It's for the Birds 
Bernard i. Lifson, M.D., '49 

"How much fish and bird seed can a 
man eat?" He took walks with her, 
helped her build a nest and danced 
with her several times a day. On 
May 3, Tex laid an egg. 

In trying to further understand 
Tex, I researched the works of 
Freud, Jung and Skinner and 
Gazevitch. Perhaps this might add ' 
to our knowledge of why cranes 
were becoming extinct. Mr. Ar
chibald n)ay have made a discovery 
comparable to the impact of DNA. 
Baraboo could become more than 
just a circus town. 

Every so often I have thought 
what will I do with myself when I 
retire from the practice of medicine? 
I realize this is in the distant future. 
After all I only graduated with the 
class of '49. But then one can play 
around in his own mind with ideas 
of the future. This article excited 
me. It had the potential for a retire
ment plan. Two months of work and 
Baraboo is lovely that time of year. 
I would be contributing toward 
preventing the extinction of a rare 
species. I called Clarice to share my 
enthusiasm. I gave her the article to 
read. When I mentioned this as a 
retirement plan, she laughed out 
loud. She just laughed and laughed 
and laughed. I was beginning to feel 
that she did not think this was a 
good idea. I finally insisted that she 
respond to my question. I have 
learned in 30 years of marriage that 
if I don't sternly insist, I cannot get 
Clarice to focus on an issue. When 
she stopped laughing (I don't think 
that my suggestion was that 
humorous) she finally said, "When 
friends ask your children, 'What 
does your father do now that he has 
retired?' They would have to answer, 
'He makes cranes ovulate.'" 

Boy, I bet Mrs. Archibald never 
spoke to her husband like that. Q 



I Badgers in the West 
William H. Oatway Jr., '26 

HOORAY FOR HIS HUNDREDTH! 
Paul F. Clark, long time Professor of 

1 Medical Bacteriology at the Univer
sity of Wisconsin, was given a small 
celebration, plus stacks of letters 
from his friends, at his home at the 
Hacienda Care Center in Livermore, 
CA, for his 700 year birthday on May 
9th, 1982! He had lived in Madison 
until1978, when a large Thanksgiv
ing celebration was given for the 
Clarks. (Mrs. Clark, the well-loved 
'Mutti ', died in May, 1980.) Dr. Clark 
came from many generations in 
Maine, and the family often 

, gathered at an old farm called 
'Yesterday'. Paul's grandfather left 
him $500, and he used it to go to 
college, spending 9 years at Brown 
University and obtaining a Ph.D. in 
Bacteriology. He spent 5 years at 
the Rockefeller Institute in New 
York, marrying the librarian, and 
moving to the University of Wiscon
sin as Associate Professor of 
Medical Bacteriology in 1914. He 
was a good and conscientious 
teacher, a successful experimenter, 
and served well on many University 
Committees. When he retired at age 
72, he produced three books in the 
next few years, including 'The 

University of Wisconsin Medical 
School: A chronicle, 1848-1948'. It 
was a wrench to leave Madison after 
64 years, but his new location is 
very comfortable, and his two 
daughteh (Eunice Clark Smith and 
Rebecca and Robert Jorgensen) keep 
in close touch, and the nearby Ar
nold and Marion Clark visit him 
each day by foot or bicycle. 

Soooo, we say 'Hooray'! 

The next report is about a Westerner 
(sort of) who has also been a resi-

Dr. Frank Maresh 

dent or visitor to the north, south, 
east and west and lives in Mil
waukee. 
Frank Maresh has traveled, and writ
ten, and remembered, and corres
ponded so widely that he should be 
mentioned in any University of 
Wisconsin Medical report, especial ly 
since many contacts are in the West 
(and he has written to this colum
nist, on and off, for 30 years). As 
usual he was in Los Angeles for the 
American Lung Association's 
meeting in May 1982 and he made 
contacts with Dr. Horace Cetz of 
Reno; Dr. Ralph Stevens of Walla 
Walla, WA; Dr. Helen Dickie, here 
from Madison; his head nurse for 
years, who lives in Laguna Hills; and 
many others. He tells stories about 
Arlie Mucks, and about the late D~. 
Harold Coon and Dean Bardeen. He 
also reports on the University of 
Wisconsin Alumni meetings, and 
people in Milwaukee, as well as 
American Association for Advance
ment of Science Meetings. Frank 
went to the University of Wisconsin 
and graduated in 1932; taught 
Physical Chemistry, Physiology, and 
Physiological Chemistry from 1926 
to 1940, and received a Ph.D. degree 
in Physiology in 1939. He got his 
M.D. from the University of Chicago 
in 1942; an internship at Methodist 
Hospital, Madison; a residency at 
Riverton San., near Seattle (in the 
West); and me.dical practice at 
Wisconsin 'Statesan', 1942-1945 and 
again in '52; at the Catawba San. in 
Virginia; at the Maybury San. near 
Detroit; at Seward San. in Alaska (in 
the Northwest); at the Boehne San. 
in Indiana; at the State San. in 
Socorro, NM; and in charge of the 
TB section of the huge VA Hospital 
at Downey, Illinois from 1954 until 
he retired in 1972. Frank's family 
gave a dinner for him in January; it 
was to celebrate his 80th birthday! Q 
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Dr. and Mrs. Svec 

Philip E. Svec has been mentioned 
here in the past, but it would take 
pages to cover his medical and 
philanthropic work. He was a native 
of Ellsworth, WI; educated at River 
Falls Teachers College and the 
University of Wisconsin; graduated 
M.D. from the University of Wiscon
sin in 1939; and had his internship 
and residency in medicine at the 
California Hospital, Los Angeles, 
'39-' 41, where he has served on 
Senior Staff, as Chief of Staff, and 
Chief of M edicine through 1982. He 
has been a member of ten medical 
societies; a dozen fraternal groups; 
many civic groups; has been in prac
tice for years with Ervin Kay, U.W . 
Med. ('40), and Robert Bachhuber, 
U.W . Med ('50), (just now retired). 
Phil has taken most of the past year 
off to travel100,000 miles in the 
United States, Mexico, and Canada 
as Royal Director of the Royal 
Order of Jesters . He is now back in 
practice, but works with the Los 
Angeles Shriners Hospital for Crip
pled Children in raising 24 million 
dollars for a renovation project, and 
is also gathering funds for the Los 
Angeles Philanthropic Foundation to 
send students to College (70 so far). 
Phil and his wife have sent out hun
dreds of huge Christmas cards in 
each of the past 10 years~ composed 
of snapshots of the Svecs inserted in 
backgrounds of mountainsides, 
Creek temples, wheelbarrows, and 
rocking chairs; we will publish one, 
with their best regards, if the printer 
can reduce the size about 80%. 

A fine and appreciative former 
Wisconsinite is Eugene P. Adashek, 
of the Adashek Medical Croup of 
Beverly Hills, CA. (His son Kenneth 
joined the group as a surgeon in 
1978, but his brother William was ill 
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and expired this past year.) Gene 
had the " good fortune" , he says, to 
go to the University of Wisconsin 
Medical School (M.D. 1936), where 
he learrfed to be a " gentleman in 
behavior" from Dr. Middleton; was 
" inspired by an excellent faculty"; 
interned at W.C.H·.; served a 
pathology residency at Cook County 
Hospital, Chicago; and instructed in 
pathology at the University of Il
linois. His surgical residency was at 
W .C.H., 1938-'41, where Dr. Schmidt 
was paternal, and taught him to 
" never lose his cool " . Gene was 
enlisted during W.W. II, where he 
ran the Surgical Service of the 
Wadsworth General Hospital in Los 
Angeles until discharge in 1946, 
where he started private practice 
there. He and his brother helped the 
American Red Cross to set up a 
community blood bank, and he serv
ed as Director for 30 years. When 
UCLA Medical School started Gene 
was a founding Clinical Professor of 
Surgery, has served there ever since, 
and served on several committees. 

Eugene P. Adashek, M.D. 

He has also been Chairman of the 
S.C. Chapter of the American Col
lege of Surgeons (and Dr. Bert 
Meyer, once of W.C.H ., is a 
member). Gene remembers well the 
"fine medical care" of the W .C.H. 
7th Floor, TB and chest disease ser· 
vice, and we are glad. He also does 
have non-medical interests - he 
plays golf whenever he can. 

Elizabeth Grimm was a University of 
Wisconsin 4 year M .D. graduate in 
1943. She is retired, and living at 
beautiful Lake San Marcos, inland 
from the South Coast California 
area. She was Board Certified in In
ternal Medicine, and a former Resi
dent in Medicine. She sent us one of 
the many letters sent to University 
of Wisconsin friends by the family 
of Paul Clark . 'Liz' has just taken on 
a new project--she took training to 
be a Laubach tutor for non-English 
speaking people, and goes to 
regional Literacy Centers (Carlsbad 
and Vista) to work with people from 
Cuba, Mexico, Iran, Laos, Taiwan, 
China, Japan, Korea, Vietnam, and 
others, and finds it 'mind-stretching'. 

Lawrence M. Field, University of 
Wisconsin M.D. 1955; practices in 
San Luis Obispo, CA; but travels and. 
lectures often (as we have previous
ly reported). He was Board Certified 
in Internal Medicine, Dermatol., and 
Plastic 'Surgery. He has recently par
ticipated, by invitation, in a 
diplomatic teaching mission of the 
American Academy of Facial Plastic 
and Reconstructive Surgery, in the 
People's Republic of China, in 
March 1982. The program consisted 
of lectures, surgery, and discussion. 
Just before leaving for China, Dr. 
Field gave two papers at the 
American Society for Dermatologic 
Surgery annual meeting in Scott
sdate, Arizona. The first was an in
itial report of the use of scar tissue 
isografts in lip and eyelid recon
struction, and the second report was 1 

on ectropian repair. 

Q 
This columnist hopes again for news 
items, with or without snapshots. 
The 'W est' includes the Pacific 
Coast, Hawaii, and nearby states. 
Your friends will be grateful. 
W.H. Oatway Jr., M.D. 
146 Monarch Bay 
South Laguna, CA 92677 



Leah Hiller Lowenstein, M.D., D. 
Phil., assumed responsibilities as 
Dean and Vice President of Jeffer
son Medical College, Thomas Jeffer
son University on July 1,1982. 

Before accepting the Deanship, 
Dr. Lowenstein was Professor of 
Medicine and Biochemistry and 
Associate Dean of Boston University 
School of Medicine. 

She is a Milwaukee native and 
spent an internship year at U.W. 
after receiving her U.W. M.D. degree 
in 1954--the final year in which Dr. 
William S. Middleton was Dean. Dr. 
Lowenstein then spent three years as 
Research Associate at Oxford 
University receiving her D. Phil. 
degree through Somerville in 1958. 
This was followed by a residency in 
internal medicine at Beth Israel 
Hospital in Boston and a fellowship 
in renal and metabolic diseases at 
the VA Hospital, Tufts University 
School of Medicine. 

Dr. Lowenstein jqined the faculty 
of Boston University School of 
Medicine in 1968 as Assistant Pro
fessor of Medicine. Before her ap
pointment as Dean, she was Director 
of Basic and Clinical Sciences of the 
Gerontology Center and Director of 
the Unit of Metabolic Nephrology at 
Boston University School of 
Medicine. During 1978-79 she was 
Medical Advisor in the Office of the 
Assistant Secretary for Health of the 
Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare. 

Dr. Lowenstein has earned many 
honors throughout her career. She is 
a member of the Institute of 
Medicine of the National Academy 
of Science and a Fellow of the 
American Association for the Ad
vancement of Science and currently 
serves as Secretary of the Section on 
Medicine of the A.A.A.S. She was 
elected to Phi Beta Kappa and 
Alpha Omega Alpha while a student 
and serves as Vice President of the 
Council on the Kidney in Car
diovascular Disease of the American 
Heart Association. 

Her research has resulted in many 
publications on kidney and 
metabolic disorders. She is also co
editor of "Becoming a Physician: 
Development of Values and At
titudes in Medicine" and co-author 
and co-editor of "Mammalian 

1954 Graduate Chosen Dean 

.-

leah M. Lowenstein, M .D . 

Models for Research on Aging. " 
Spouse John M . Lowenstein, 

Ph.D., is Professor of Biochemistry 
at Brandeis University and is also 
claimed as a U.W. Medical School 
product. His postgraduate training in 
biochemistry (P. Chem.) was under 
the tutelage of Philip P. Cohen, 
Harold Bradley Emeritus Professor 
of Physiological Chemistry. Phil 

recalls that the Lowensteins met 
while Leah was a medical student 
and John a post-doctoral fellow. 

The Lowensteins are the parents 
of Charles, Andrew and Marc, all of 
whom are now university students. 
Andrew is at Yale while Charles and 
Marc are attending Harvard.Q 
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Emeritus Status 
for Carl Whitaker 

Carl Whitaker came into psychiatry 
through the back door--but once 
through it, he became fascinated 
with the study of people. He will 
leave an indelible mark in the field 
when he retires July 1 as the second 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Emeritus Professor of Psychiatry: 

Widely acknowledged as one of 
the major architects of family 
therapy, the 70-year-old Whitaker 
started out in 1938 in N.Y. as a 
gynecologist. He hadn' t found a job 
in obstetrics, so he took a position 
in Syracuse, N.Y., the community of 
his choice, as Psychiatry Resident/
Administrator in a short-term 
psychiatric hospital. 

Once there, "I fell in love with 
schizophrenics", recalls Whitaker. 
" Schizophrenics have an intuitive 
wisdom. While their intuition is not 
always available, they have flashes 
of insight. I think of psychosis as a 
disease of abnormal integrity. The 
individual decides the world can on
ly be his way. He won 't compromise . 

Whitaker still believes people can 
learn from psychotic patients. 

" All of us should be a great deal 
crazier during the day. You need to 
be non-rational at the right time, 
with the right person and in the right 
way. This craziness provides the 
spark of living and makes us whole." 

" We' re all crazy during the night. 
Dreams are our outlets. It's where 
we tolerate the politics of life." 

The pressure of seeing 20 patients 
a day for 30-minute stretches moved 
Whitaker to try something different 
at Oak Ridge Hospital in Tennessee. 
He and a colleague started seeing 
patients as a team . And over the 
next 10 years, Whitaker made co
therapy an integral part of his 
practice. 

From there, he started counseling 
married couples. Whitaker soon saw 
that to effect real change, he 
needed to see the whole family. 

By the time Whitaker came to the 
University of Wisconsin in 1965, he 
had decided to see only families . 

"It' s too inefficient to counsel a 
person and send him or her back to 
the family a changed person . The 
system wants to maintain itself as it 
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is and will fight to maintain the 
status quo." 

"Even in a divorced situation, 
try to bring the ex-spouse into 
therapy. It 's almost pointless not to 
have everyone there, because the 
ghost of the former spouse is still in 
the home." 

"At this point, I'm tempted to tell 
families not to bother me if they 
don't have three generations 
because the grandparents also have 
a profound effect on how each suc
ceeding generation shapes itself." 

Whitaker and family therapy have 
been so intertwined over the past 17 
years, can he really retire? 

" Heavens no! I'm a third genera
tion workaholic " , he says, smiling. 
'Til just shift focus . I'll probably 
continue on here part-time and work 
part-time at Mendota Mental Health 
Institute or maybe I'll move 
somewhere else. " 

"Muriel and I only started think
ing about retirement five years ago 
when I was 65. Maybe I' ll even join 
my son-in-law in the practice of 
emergency medicine and stay up for 
24 hour stretches.'' 

Alumni attending this year 's Alum
ni Day Program had the opportunity 
to hear Dr. Whitaker's thoughts on 
preparing for retirement. 

Q 

Professor 
Ben Glover 
"RETIRES"to become 
Administrator 

Retirement for some means rest, 
relaxation and the chance to catch 
up on reading. For Dr. Benjamin 
Clover, it ' s meant becoming the ad
ministrative head of Psychiatry at a 
700-bed veterans hospital. 

Clover officially retired as 
Associate Professor of Psychiatry at 
the Medical School last September 
1, the same ·day he began his new 
job at the Veterans Administration 
Hospital in Tomah. 

Why take on more instead of less 
at the age of 65? 

" I worked for the university for 35 
years and I was looking for a 
change. I've had it pretty good and I 
wanted to do something for the less 
fortunate. Many of the patients at 
the hospital never get a card or a 
visit from anyone. I thought I could 
help in some small way. " 

A modest man, Clover is reluctant 
to discuss his 37-year career in 
psychiatry . 

" I was trained in surgery and 
prepared to go to the South Pacific 
in 1944. Instead, I was sent to three 
Naval hospitals on the East coast to 
complete my internship and residen
cy in psychiatry. I'd wanted the 
psychiatric residency, but didn't 
think I'd get the chance." 

Psychiatrists had plenty of oppor
tunity to use their skills during 
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World War II. "We saw thousands 
of people with emotional scars from 
the war during those three years in 
the Navy." 

In 1947, his stint with the Navy 
over, Clover moved to Madison as 
an Assistant Professor of neurop
sychiatry in a five-member depart
ment. 

At first, he saw only students at 
the University Health Service. Later 
he began seeing adults at UW 
Hospitals. 

Life was hectic in those days. 
Clover recalls that he and his wife 
took an art metal course together in 
1957 so they could see each other 
one day a week. 

Over the years, Glover has seen 
his profession become more of a 
science and less of an art. Diagnosis 
and treatment is more exact today 
than in the old days. 

"Today we can rook for changes 
m blood medication levels when we 
treat certain disorders. For example, 
persons suffring from manic 
depressive disorders require periodic 
blood tests to determine the levels 
of lithium used in treatment. This 
allows us to tailor the dosage to 
patients' needs and prevent un
necessary side effects." 

In one of the most demanding 
professions, Glover has worked long 
and hard. He takes satisfaction in 
having taught a course in psychiatry 
for family physicians in the field for 
nme years. 

"I'd cover several places in the 
state during an eight-week period. 
Back in 1968, physicians had little or 
no psychiatric training in medical 
school. This was a way of helping 
patients through local physicians in 
their home commun(ties without 
referring them elsewhere." 

Does he ever plan to retire? 
"I'll continue to work for two or 

three years," he says with a little 
grin, " then I'd like to build a 
sailboat and sail around the world." 

Q 

Professor of 
Oncology 
Van R. Potter 
Retires 

Studying cancer cells from a bio
chemist's viewpoint, seeing society 
through the eyes of a scientist: Van 
Rensselaer Potter has made a career 
of approaching problems from uni
quely productive perspectives. 

Potter, 70, a professor of on
cology for 41 years, retired on June 
30, 1982. Dozens of his colleagues, 
friends and former students 
gathered to honor him at a dinner 
on June 25. 

In his ~arly work at the McArdle 
Laboratory for Cancer Research, he 
studied key enzymes in cancer cells; 
later, he identified biochemical dif
ferences among various types of 
cancers. His early experiments on 
inhibition of metabolic pathways are 
one of the foundations of modern 
combination chemotherapy, a multi
drug cancer treatment now widely 
used. He was one of the founders of 
the UW Enzyme Institute. 

Recently, Potter has helped define 
the metabolism and function of 
cells ' genetic material and its role in 
cancer. 

"From the beginning, I planned to 
stay at the University," Potter says. 
His long association with Dr. Harold 
Rusch, the founder and first director 
of McArdle, guided much ·of his 
work. "Rusch was always very sup
portive and encouraged all resear
chers to develop to the fu I lest." 

"We never regarded the university 
as a stepping stone to another posi
tion. McArdle was simply the right 
place to work." 

Awards and honors recognizing 
.Potter's scientific contributions in
clude the Bertner Foundation Award 
and the $25,000 Bristol -Myers Award 
for Distinguished Achievement in 
Cancer Research. In 1975, he was 
elected a member of the National 
Academy of Sciences. 

Potter's interest and influence ex
tend outside the laboratory to 
philosophy of science and en
vironmental studies. In 1971, with 
his book, Bioethics: Bridge to the 
Future, Potter became one of the 
founders of a discipline now seen as 
crucial for the related futures of 
science and society. Some of his ear-

Dr. Van R. Potter 

ly writings on this topic appeared in 
the Medical Alumni Quarterly. 

Potter believes scientists must ac
tively use their knowledge of the 
physical world to protect the en
vironment. "We have to combine 
biology and humanities into a 
science of survival," he says. "We 
can't afford to isolate science from 
ethical consideration." 

Potter plans to continue writing 
on both cancer research and 
bioethics after retiring. He and his 
wife, Vivian, have three children and 
six grandchildren. The Medical 
Alumni Association is indebted to 
Professor Potter for his superb per
formance as Chairman of the 
Medical Library Building Committee. 

Q 
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Professor 
Paul F. Clark: 
Centenarian 

He joined the Medical Faculty in 
1914, only seven years after the 
U.W. two-year Medical School was 
established . He observed the 
Medical School gradually emerge 
from its attic status and enjoyed at
tending the dedication of the superb 
Clinical Science Center in 1978. He 
wrote the history of the Medical . 
School--perhaps no one else could 
have done so with the same authori
ty . 

On May 9, 1982, Emeritus Pro
fessor of Medical Microbiology Paul 
F. Clark celebrated his one hun
dredth birthday at the Hacienda 
Convalescent Hospital in Livermore, 
CA. With his son Arnold and two 
daughters at his side, he savored the 
joy of opening scores of birthday 
greetings from his Medical School 
colleagues and associates and from 
his former students. 

Those greetings included a 
Resolution of Commendation by the 
House of Representatives, sponsored 
by Rep. Fortney H . Stark of Califor
nia and Rep. Robert W. Kastenmeier 
of Wisconsin. 

He is proud of the success of 
many of his students such as the 
late Dr. John S-chindler, '31, of 
Monroe; Dr. Karl Menninger, co
founder of the Menninger Clinic; Dr. 
Fred Rasmussen, Associate Dean of 
U.S.C. Medical School; Nobel 
Laureate Dr . Joshua Lederberg and 
Dr. Edwa~d Kass, '47, of Harvard . 

His dwindling cache of days is 
spent on sketching in a sycamore 
grove, enjoying a family picnic, 
telephoning or writing to friends, 
listening to music and re-reading 
favorite books. 

He is delighted and honored to 
learn that the first Paul F. Clark Lee-
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ture will be offered this year. Con
tributions to the Paul Clark Lec
tureship Fund are an appropriate 
birthday gift and expression 
of gratitude to Dr. Clark for the 
heroic task he undertook at the re
quest of the Medical Alumni 
Association--writing a history of the 
Medical School which was com
pleted when Dr. Clark was eighty
five. 

Q 

Spotlight on 
William T. 
Russell, M.D., '46 
On M~nday, April 26, a most deserv
ing and distinguished member of the 
class of 1946 was honored by his 
community for thirty-five years of 
dedicated service to Sun Prairie, 
Wisconsin. 

A National Service Club, the Ex
change Club, presented Bill Ru ssell 
its " Book of Golden Deeds Award" 
for 1982. Space I imitations restricted 
attendance to approximately one 
hundred of Bill ' s friends, neighbors, 
patients and professional associates . 
Everyone in attendance and many 
unable to attend provided letters of 
appreciation which were bound and 
presented during the ceremony . 

Among the lucky few attending 
the ceremony were classmates 
Dorothy and Gene Betlach as well 
as Sig Sivertson, '47, Assistant Dean 
and Director of the Preceptor Pro
gram and President-elect Kathryn 
Budzak, '69 . 

Among the many of Bill's at
tributes cited, were his diverse con
tributions to the community, in
cluding establishing a health screen· 
ing program for the elderly and 
establishing the Human Rights Coun· 
cil of Sun Prairie, as well as his ex
emplary delivery of patient care, his 
service as a teacher, a good 
neighbor and friend. 

He served as a Medical School 
Preceptor for many years , was a 
member of the W.M.A.A. Board of 
Directors and of the M.A.S.H. 
Liaison Committee. 

The Russells have since traveled 
to England to visit a daughter and in 
the fall Bill will spend several weeks 
as a volunteer physician at the Tom 
Dooley Heritage Foundation Hospi
tal in Thailand . Their son Timothy, 
'77, is Medical Director of the 
Hospital. 

Q 

Medical Student 
Senior Fellowships 

Two U.W. senior medical students 
are among the thirty seniors from 
the United States and Canada who 
have been awarded MAP-Reader's 
Digest International Fellowships. 

James Schlais and Richard Wear 
are the U.W. students receiving the 
fellowships . 

The Fellowship Program allows 
students to spend two to three 
month terms at rural mission 
hospitals and clinics in the Third 
World. The students receive 
firsthand knowledge of health prop
lems in populations that have 
limited access to adequate medical 
care. 

Mr. Schlais will spend his interna
tional fellowship from March to 
May, 1983. The exact location is not 
yet determined. Mr. Wear will spend 
his fellowship in India. 

Q 



















. of \981 c \ as~e 1982 gcodu,te,, 159 'tmng, w,lked 'em" the 

riZONA 

obert A. Kearl 
aricopa Co. Gen. Hasp. 
1oenix/ lnt. Med 

~sanK . Hunter 
niv. of Arizona Affil. Ed. Prog. 
ucson/Ob/Gyn 

ichard E. Minkley 
lniv. of Arizona Affil. Ed. Prog. 
~ cson / 1 nt. Med. 

r.LIFORNIA 

alahuddin Abdur-Rahman 
1artin Luther King, Jr. Hospital 
os Angeles/1 nt. Med. 

loward J. Luber 
~dars-Sinai Med. Ctr. 
os Angeles/ lnt. Med . 

~omas R. Singer 
niv. of California at Los Angeles 
s Angeles/ lnt. Med . 

hn L. Olson 
aval Regional Med. Ctr. 
akland/lnt. Med. 

enneth E. Levin 
niv. of Calif.-San Francisco 
n Francisco/Surg. 

~. Sean Freeman 
anta Barbara Cottage Hasp. 
anta Barbara/Surg . 

ose P. Enz 
tanford Univ. Hospital 
tanford/Peds. 

•' 

stage with their escorts at commencement 
ceremonies on Sunday, May 23 to receive their 
diplomas from Dean Arnold Brown and Chancellor 
Irving Shain. 

As the newest members of the Medical Alumni 
Association begin their post-graduate training, they 
will welcome a word of welcome and encourage
ment from their senior alumni colleagues . 

Following is a list of the residency locations of 
the 1982 class. Among some of the interesting 
characteristics of the class are the facts that 27 are 
women and 15 are minorities. Fifty six will take their 
residency training in Wisconsin while approximately 
on e-third have selected primary care residencies . 
W elcome and best wishes to our new members . 

1982 RESIDENCIES 
Graduates Dec, 1981, May and Aug., 1982 

Craig M. Wilson James D. Tesar 
Stanford University Hospital 
Stanford/Peds . 

Univ. Hasp ., Pensacola Educ . Program 
Pensacola/Surg. 

Anthony J. Bruno, Jr. 
Harbor UCLA Med . Center 
Torrance/Diag. Rad. 

Robert 0 . Davies 
Harbor UCLA Medical Center 
Torrance/Psych . 

COLORADO 

Timothy N. Gorski 
Univ. of Colorado Affil. Hasp. 
Denver/Ob/Gyn 

Lisa G. Schroeder 
Univ. of Colorado Affil. Hasp. 
Denver/Psych . 

Robert L. Jacobson 
Southern Colorado Family Medicine 
Pueblo/F.P. 

CONNECTICUT 

Daniel F. Becker 
Yale-New Haven Hospital 
New Haven/Psych. 

James R. Carlson 
Stamford Hospital 
Stamford/Su rg. 

FLORIDA 

HAWAII 

Samuel G. Poser 
Univ. of Hawaii Int. Res . Prog. 
Honolulu/lnt. Med. 

ILLINOiS 

Barbara A . Dennison 
Univ . of Chicago Hospital 
Chicago/Peds. 

Christine M . Dudiak 
Rush-Presby.-St. Luke 's Med. Ctr. 
Chicago/Diag. Rad . 

Tracey K. Goessel 
McGaw Med . Ctr. of NW Univ. 
Chicago/ lnt. Med. 

Wayne F. Heidenreich 
McGaw Med . Ctr. of NW Univ. 
Chicago/ lnt . Med. 

Laszlo P. Kaveggia 
Rush-Presby .-St. Luke 's Med . Ctr. 
Chicago/Surg. 

Vivian V. Sanford 
Louis A . Weiss Memorial Hasp. 
Chicago/ lnt Med. 

James H. Schmidt William J Theurer 
Shands Teaching Hasp. and Clini cs, Inc. McGaw Med . Ctr . of NW Univ. 
Gainesville/Surg . Chicago/ lnt. Med . 

Lawrence S. Burns 
Jackson Memorial Hasp. 
Miami/Surg. 

Benjamin A. Van Raalte 
Univ. of Illinois Hospitals 
Chicago/Surg 
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Timothy R. Yeko 
Univ. of Illinois Hospitals 
Chicago/Ob/Gyn 

Randal J. Zabrowski 
McGaw Med. Ctr. of NW Univ. 
Chicago/Diag. Rad. 

Gregory A. Felsheim 
Loyola Univ. Affil. Hosp. 
Maywood/Su rg. 

Hsin H. Lu 
Loyola Univ. Affil. Hosp. 
Maywood/Anesth. 

Colleen J. O'Rourke 
Loyola Univ. Affil. Hosp. 
Maywood/Psych. 

Gregory G. Bullis 
Christ Hospital 
Oak Lawn/Emerg. Med. 

Krishna DasGupta 
Christ Hospital 
Oak Lawn/ lnt. Med. 

INDIANA 

Mark). Heinzelmann 
Indiana Univ. Med. Ctr. 
I nd ianapol is/Surg. 

IOWA 

James R. Deming 
St. Luke's Methodist Hospital 
Cedar Rapids/F.P. 

Mark. W. Asplund 
Iowa Methodist Medical Center 
Des Moines/Surg. 

Fred G. Fleming 
Univ. of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics 
Iowa City/Anesth. 

Donald C. Steward 
Univ. of Iowa Hospital and Clinics 
Iowa City/Peds. 

KANSAS 

jeffrey S. Edwards 
U. of Kansas (Wichita) Affil. Hosp. 
Wichita/ lnt. Med. 

LOUISIANA 

Frederick J. Carpenter, Jr. 
Alton Oshsner Medical Found. 
New Orleans/ lnt. Med. 

MARYLAND 

Dale T. Bertram 
Univ. of Maryland Affiliated Hospitals 
Baltimore/Surg. 

Gregory T. Fossum 
The Johns Hopkins Hospital 
Baltimore/Ob/Gyn 

Karen A . Newton 
University of Maryland Affil. Hospitals 
Baltimore/Anesth. 

jean A. Siebenaler 
National Naval Med. Ctr. 
Bethesda/Peds. 
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MASSACHUSETTS 

Curtis L. Studey 
New England Medical Center 
Boston/Rad ioth. 

MICHIGAN 

Mark C. Chandler 
University Hospital 
Ann Arbor/Psych . 

juliet E. Fliegel 
University Hospital 
Ann Arbor/Anesth. 

Walter C. Noble 
University Hospital 
Ann Arbor/Surg. 

Mark A. Supiano 
University Hospital 
Ann Arbor/ lnt. Med. 

john S. Crawford, Jr. 
Blodgett Memorial Med. Ctr. 
Grand Rapids/Flex. 

Anthony F. Graziano 
Butterworth Hospital 
Grand Rapids/Emerg. Med. 

Edward J. Kryshak 
Blodgett Memorial Med. Ctr. 
Grand Rapids/ lnt. Med. 

Stephen J. Dufresne 
S.W. Michigan Area Health Ed. Ctr. 
Kalamazoo/ lnt. Med. 

Bradley K. Grewe 
S.W. Michigan Area Health Ed. Ctr. 
Kalamazoo/Surg. 

Randy Smejkal 
S.W. Mich. Area Health Ed. Ctr. 
Kalamazoo/Surg. 

Gregory F. Daniel 
Edward W. Sparrow Hospital 
Lansing/Flex. 

MINNESOTA 

Dawn R. Anderson 
Univ. of Minnesota Affiliated Hosps. 
Minneapolis/Peds. 

Charles F. Brummitt, II 
Univ. of Minnesota Hospitals 
Minneapolis/ lnt. Med. 

David J. Maurer 
Hennepin County Medical Ctr. 
Minneapolis/Surg. 

Barry R. Rittberg 
University of Minnesota Hospitals 
Minneapolis/Psych . 

Judith M. Stark 
University of Minnesota Hospitals 
Minneapolis/Ob/Gyn 

Randall P. Stark 
University of Minnesota Hospitals 
Minneapolis/ lnt. Med. 

Robert R. Weber 
Univ. of Minnesota Hospitals 
Minneapolis/F.P. 

William). Maples 
Mayo Grad. School of Medicine 
Rochester/ ! nt. Med . 

Stephen J. Swensen 
Mayo Grad. School of Medicine 
Rochester/Diag. Rad. 

MISSISSIPPI 

David L. Navratil 
USAF Medical Center 
Keesler AFB/ Int. Med. 

MISSOURI 

Michael A. Grajewski 
U. of MO Truman Med. Ctr. 
Kansas City/F.P. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

Thomas R. Kunstman 
Dartmouth-Hitch cock Med. Ctr. 
Hanover/Peds. 

NEW YORK 

Erik P Johnsrud 
Albany Medical Center Hospital 
Albany/ lnt. Med. 

Karl F. Newman 
Albany Medical Center Hospital 
Albany/ lnt. Med. 

james S. Sigrist 
Bronx Municipal Hospital Center 
Bronx/Psych . 

Peter J. Pons 
Buffalo General Hospital 
Buffalo/Surg. 

Carl R. Sunby 
Buffalo General Hospital 
Buffalo/Surg. 

John ·T. Livermore 
SUNY-Upstate Medical Center 
Syracuse/Ortho. 

NORTH CAROLINA 

Keith R. Olbrantz 
North Carolina Baptist Hospital 
Winston Salem/Diag. Rad. 

OHIO 

Antonio M . 'Lazcano 
Akron General Med. Ctr. 
Akron/Flex. 

Carl A . Rasmussen 
Cincinnati General Hospital 
Cincinnati/ lnt. Med. 

Trent P. Carlson 
CWRU Univ. Hosp. of Cleveland 
Cleveland/Surg. 

Bradley C. Fry 
CWRU Univ. Hosp. of Cleveland 
Cleveland/Anesth. 

Mark N. Gomez 
CWRU Univ. Hosp. of Cleveland 
Cleveland/Anesth. 

Paul A . Ney 
CWRU Univ. Hosp. of Cleveland 
Cleveland/ lnt. Med. 



Cary C. Kindt 
Ohio State Univ. Hosp. 
Columbus/ lnt. Med. 

Robert A. Clinton 
Youngstown Hosp. Assoc. 
Youngstown/ lnt. Med. 

OREGON 

Lynn Friedman 
University of Oregon 
Portland/Psych. 

PENNSYLVANIA 

Virginia A. Garnett 
Geisinger Medical Center 
Danville/Surg. 

John E. Kaiser 
Harrisburg Hospital 
Harrisburg/F. P. 

Russell D. Albert 
The Milton S. Hershey Medical Center 
Hershey/Ob/Gyn 

Charles D. Kurth 
Children's Hosp. of Philadelphia 
Philadelphia/Peds. 

Robert W. Weisenthal 
Presbyterian Univ. of PA Med. Ctr. 
Philadel phi a/Flex. 

RHODE ISLAND 

Cheryl A. Lindstrom 
Rhode Island Hospital 
Providence/Surg. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 

John B. Mitchell, Ill 
Naval Regional Med. Ctr. 
Charleston/Surg. 

TENNESSEE 

Jerome J. Furst 
Erlanger Medical Center 
Chattanooga/Flex. 

TEXAS 

David J Hilleren 
Methodist Hosp. of Dallas 
Dallas/Surg. 

Eduardo Seda 
Baylor College of Medicine 
Houston/Peds. 

Jeffrey D. Snedeker 
Baylor College of Medicine 
Houston/Peds. 

UTAH 

Thomas W. Wood 
Univ. of Utah Affil. Hospitals 

, Salt Lake City/Urol. 

WASHINGTON 

Daniel J. Crowe 
Sacred Heart Medical Center 
Spokane/1 nt. Med. 

Robert C. Homburg 
Sacred Heart Medical Center 
Spokane/lnt. Med. 

WEST VIRGINIA 

Ronald C. Knuth 
West Virginia Univ. Hosp. 
Morgantown/Anesth. 

WISCONSIN 

Gregory L. Gill 
Fox Valley Fam. Prac. Res. 
Appleton/F. P. 

Paul H. Sumnicht 
Southeastern Family Practice 
Kenosha/F. P. 

Roderick S. Brodhead 
La Crosse Lutheran Hospital 
La Crosse/Surg. 

Michael J. Feifarek 
La Crosse Lutheran Hospital 
La Cross~/Fiex. 

Peter W. Gutschenritter 
La Crosse Lutheran Hospital 
La Crosse/1 nt. Med. 

Diane P. Hinkens 
Lutheran Hospital 
La Crosse/ Int. Med. 

Kristi E. Knuijt 
St. Francis Hospital-Mayo Clinic 
La Crosse/F .P. 

Steven A. Schmidt 
La Crosse Lutheran Hospital 
La Crosse/Flex. 

Christine A. Sinsky 
La Crosse Lutheran Hospital 
La Crosse/lnt. Med. 

Marjorie D . Bass 
Dept. of Fam. Med. & Prac.-Univ. 
Madison/F.P. of Wis. 

Peter W. Burns 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Ob/Gyn 

James R. Davidson 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/ lnt. Med. 

Michael L. Flueckiger 
Dept. of Fam. Med. & Prac.-Univ. 
Madison/F.P. of Wis. 

·Charles J. Gehring, Jr. 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Anesth. 

Mark S. Geissler 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Surg. 

Janice W. Gilless 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Peds. 

Dennis W. Halbe 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/ lnt. Med. 

Philip S. Henkel 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Anesth. 

Peter B. ldsvoog 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/lnt. Med. 

Hugh F. Johnston 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Radioth. 

Scott W . Kauma 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Ob/Gyn 

Thomas B. Kloosterboer 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Anesth. 

Donald B. Kohn 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Peds. 

Dennis E. Litsheim 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Nu. Surg. 

Nancy H. Maloney 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Rehab. 

Diane M . Meier 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Peds. 

Georgia K. Mode 
Dept. of Fam. Med. & Prac.-Univ. of Wis. 
Madison/F.P. 

David N. Nevin 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/lnt. Med. 

Mary C. Olson 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Diag. Rad. 

Peter M. Popic 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Anesth. 

Mark J. Rice-
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Nu. Surg. 

Richard M. Roach 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Urol. 

John A. Roberts 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Psych. 

Mark G. Schwabe 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Ob/Gyn 

Howard A. Schwid 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Anesth . 

Judian H. Smith 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Psych. 

Errol R. Springer 
University Hospital and Clinics 
Mad ison/Su rg. 

Barbara J. Stowe-Carpenter 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/lnt. Med. 

Randy L. Thompson 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Psych. 
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Marc G. Weiss 
University Hospitals and Clinics 
Madison/Peds. 

Michael J. Bayer 
Marshfield Clinic-U. of Wisconsin 
Marshfield/Flex. 

Andrew L. Maestas 
Marshfield Clinic 
Marshfield/ lnt. Med. 

Diane M . Adamski 
Med. College of Wis. Affil. Hosp. 
Milwaukee/Peds. 

Wilfrido E. Castillo 
St. Joseph's Hospital 
Milwaukee/Flex. 

Robben R. Gingery 
Med. College of Wis. Affil. Hosp. 
Milwaukee/Psych. 

Judith A. Hansen-Carlson 
Mt. Sinai Med. Ctr.-U . of Wis. 
Milwaukee/ lnt. Med. 

Paul R. Kaesberg 
Med. College of Wis. Affil. Hosp. 
Milwaukee/ lnt. Med. 

Arthur R. King 
St. Mary's Hospitai-MCOW 
Milwaukee/F.P. 

Robert Roger Lebel 
Mt. Sinai Med. Ctr.-U. of Wis. 
Milwaukee/ lnt. Med. 

Edwin L. Mathews, Jr. 
Med. College of Wis. Affil. Hosp. 
Milwaukee/Surg. 

Laura E. Neeck 
Med. College of Wis. Affil. Hosp. 
Milwaukee/ lnt. M ed. 

Richard C. Parfitt, II 
St. Luke's Hospital 
Milwaukee/Flex. 

Humberto A. Rodriguez 
Med. College of Wis. Affil. Hosp. 
Milwaukee/ lnt. Med. 

Lynn R. White 
M ed . College of Wis. Affil. Hosp. 
Milwaukee/Peds 

Larry A. Sisson 
Med. College of Wis. Affil. Hosp. 
Milwaukee/Surg . 

Rom A. Stevens 
St. Luke's Hospit~ll 
Milwaukee/Flex. 

Jay M . Veenendaal 
St. joseph's Hospital 
Milwaukee/Radio!. 

john R. Keener 
Wausau Hosp. Ctr.-U. of Wis. 
Wausau/F.P. 

Scott R. Peschke 
Wausau Hospital Center 
Wausau/F.P. 

Leonard F. Liss 
Undecided 
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Medical School 
Honors Convocation 

On Friday, April 23, 1982, the Annual Honors Con
vocation provided the opportunity for the Medical 
School to recognize and honor those students who 
have distinguished themselves by superior achieve
ment or promise or have demonstrated particularly 

. noteworthy concern for patients. 
Many of the awards given, which range from $150 

to $1,000, were established and are sustained by 
Alumni gifts or bequests. The 1945 class continues 
to support the Ralph Waters Scholarship; the class 
of 1961 created and supports the Vincent Russo 
Award with its annual gifts; gifts from family 
members, colleagues, alumni and friends are respon
sible for the Bleckwenn Award for Clinical Promise, 
the Harry Waisman Award, the Otto Mortensen 
Scholarship, the James Sallach Scholarship and 
others. Your contributions to any of these worthy 
purposes will ensure that inflation will not diminish 
the usefulness of the award to the recipient. 

The awards presentations w~re followed by an ex
cellent convocation address presented by Professor 
Seymour Abrahamson, Genetics and Zoology. His 
address was entitled "Low Level Radiation: Percep
tions and Misperceptions." 

Dr. Abrahamson directed that the customary 
honorarium presented to A.O.A. lecturers be added 
to a Medical School Scholarship Fund. 

Following is a list of the recipients of awards and 
of the new members of Alpha Omega Alpha: 

PRESENT AT ION 
OF STUDENT AWARDS 

The Charles Russell Bardeen Award 
Jeffrey J. Lehman 

The William J. Bleckwenn, Jr. Award 
John T. Livermore 

The Katherine Buerki Scholarship Award 
Thomas R. Singer 

The Drs. Joseph Dean Award 
Charles F. Brummitt, II 



The Francis M. Forster Award 
Nancy H. Maloney 

The Founders Award 
James R. Deming 

The Ciba Award 
for Oustanding Community Service 

Mary Jo Albert 

The Evan and Marion Helfaer Scholarships 
Nancy J. Maloney 
William J. Maples 
Keith R. Olbrantz 
Mark J. Rice 
Marc G. Weiss 

The Dorothy and Charles lnbusch Award 
Robben R. Gingery 

The Lemmon Company Student Award 
Michael L. Flueckiger 

The Otto Mortensen Scholarship 
Deborah A. Davenport 

The Grace M. Parker Scholarship 
Robben R. Gingery 

The Lewis and Edith Phillips Award 
Kathryn M. Carbone 
Mark L. McDermott 

•. 

Charlotte A. Clark 
Daniel A. Keller 
Robert C. Turner 

The James M. Price Award 
Anna C. Tate 

The Vincent Russo Memorial Award 
Kathryn A. Krohn 

The Dr. H. James Sallach Scholarship 
Lori L. Luckwaldt 

The Sandoz Award 
Kenneth E. Levin 

The University League Scholarship 
Robert C. Homburg 

The Cora M. and Edward Van Liere Award 
Michael J. Fe.ifarek 
Mark S. Geissler 
Dennis E. Litsheim 
John T. Livermore 

The Harry A. Waisman Memorial Award 
Donald B. Kohn 

The Ralph M. Waters Medical Scholarship 
Steve R. Witkin 

The Youmans Award in Medical Physiology 
Matthew H. Samore 

The Gibbs Zauft Award 
Michael J. Feifarek 

ALPHA OMEGA ALPHA 
MEMBERS 

Class of 1982 

Mark W. Asplund 
Charles F. Brummitt, II 
Frederick J. Carpenter 
Michael J. Feifarek 
Mark S. Geissler 
Robert C. Homburg 
Donald B. Kahn 
Charles D. Kurth 
Kenneth E. Levin 
Dennis E. Litsheim 
John T. Livermore 
Nancy H. Maloney 
William J. Maples 
David N. Nevin 
Walter C. Noble 
Keith R. Olbrantz 
John L. Olson 
Mary C. Olson 
Mark J. Rice 
Barry R. Rittberg 
Steven A. Schmidt 
Thomas R. Singer 
Christine A . Sinsky 
Jeffrey D. Snedecker 
Errol R. Springer 
Randall P. Stark 
Mark S. Supiano 
Marc C. Weiss 

Class of 1983 

Andrew J. Braun 
Kathryn M. Carbone 
Janet L. Claassen 
Richard W. Clad 
Ronda J Cretebeck 
Paul T. Klas 
Mark L. McDermott 
Lawrence C. Nichols 
Guy A. Petersen 
James R. Schlais 
Steve R. Witkin 

HONORS CONVOCATION 
From Left to Right 

Row I Kenneth Levin, Kathryn Krohn, Lori Luckwaldt, 
Kathryn Carbone, Mary jo Albert, Deborah Daven
port, Anna Tate, Nancy Maloney, Robben Gingery 

Row II Marc McDermott, Steve Witkin, Daniel Keller, 
Robert Turner, Matthew Samore, 
Jeffrey Lehman, Marc Weiss, Mark Geissler, 
Michael Feifarek, john Livermore 

Row Ill Paul Klas, William Maples, Donald Kahn, 
Dennis Litsheim, Keith Olbrantz, Mark Rice, 
Charles Brummitt, II 
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New Officers for 1982-83 

At the annual meeting of the 
W.M.A.A. on May 21, the results of 
the annual election of officers 
conducted by mai l bal lot were an
nounced. The names of you r officers 
and new members of the Board for 
the new year follow: 

President 
WILBERT W. WIVIOTT, M.D., D.D.S. 
of Milwau kee is a 1957 graduate 
p ractic ing Maxillo-Facia l Surgery. 

President-Elect 
KATHRYN S. BUDZAK, M.D. of 
Madison is a 1969 graduate and a 
Fami ly Phys ic ian. 
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Directors For Three-Year Terms 

DAVID J. HEN DRICKSON, M.D. of 
Stevens Point is a 1974 graduate and 
practices Emergency Medicine. 

ROLFS. LULLOFF, M.D. of Green 
Bay is an Orthopedic Surgeon. He 
graduated in 1967. 

STAN LEY GEN E CUPERY, M.D. of 
Beaver Dam is also a 1967 graduate 
and practices Family Medicine. 

PAUL R. BISHOP, M.D. of Prairie du 
Sac is another Family Physician . He 
graduated in 1949. 



For a Two-Year Term 

TIM HOWARD McDONELL, M.D. 
of Waukesha is a 1946 graduate and 
practices Urology. 

For a One-Year Term 

JAMES H. BRANDENBURG, M.D. of 
Madison is a 1956 graduate and 
Chief of the U.W. Division of 
Otolaryngology. 

Max Fox 
Preceptor 

Award 
Dean Arnold L. Brown congratulates 
Dr. Thomas Haug '47 after presenting him with 
the Max Fox Preceptor Award for 1982 at a 
ceremony in Rhinelander on May 27. 
Dr. Sigurd Sivertson '47, Assistant Dean and 
Director of the Preceptor Program, and 
Dr. Lynn Eggman '62, who succeeded Dr. Haug 
as preceptor-in-charge at Rhinelander are also 
pictureq. 

The Association is fortunate to 
have such dedicated men and 
women willing to stand for election 
to the Board and to serve effectively 
when elected. 

The quality of this year 's can
didates was outstanding and each 
deserves the thanks of his col
leagues. There were no winners or 
losers but rather an even dozen of 
loyal and talented alumni willing to 
give of themselves for the common 
good. Thanks to each of you . 

Q 
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Walter Tardy, '67 
On Saturday, June 12, Dr. Walter 
Tardy, '67, was honored on the occa
sion of the fifteenth anniversary of 
his graduation from medical school 
and as the first Black graduate of 
the school. 

Dr. Tardy is Director of the 
Department of Psychiatry at the 
Long Island Jewish Hillside Medical 
Center in jamaica, New York. 

A group of concerned Black 
Alumni organized a highly suc
cessful and productive meeting of 
minority alumni, medical students, 
medical school administrators, facul
ty members and members of the 
Medical Alumni Association . This 
was the first annual meeting of 
Black Alumni. 

Participants in a panel discussion 
focusing on the state of minority 
affairs in the Medical School com
munity included Dean Arnold L. 
Brown and Vice Chancellor David 
Kindig 

Alumna Ada Fisher, '75, very ably 
moderated the panel discussion. 

Dr. Tardy was the principal 
speaker at an evening dinner de
signed to raise funds for a National 
Medical Fellowship scholarship for 
U .W. Medical School Black · 
students. 

The Board of Directors of 
Madison Medicus--an association of 
minority medical alumni includes: 
Dr. Ada Fisher, '75 
Chairperson 

Dr. Dial Hewlett, .Jr., '76 
Co-chairman Scholarship Committee 

Dr. Dearborn Edwards, 77 
Co-chairman Scholarship Committee 

Dr. Lawrence Tolsen, '77 
Dr. Stephanie Williamson, '78 
Dr. Greg Daniels, '82 
Mr. Ronald Myers, Sr. 
Medical Student Coordinator 

The success of the initial meeting of 
Madison Medicus bodes well for its 
future as an important component 
of the W .M.A.A. 
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Medical School News 
$500,000 Grant Support Basic 
Cancer Research 
The Bristol-Myers Company has 
awarded $500,000 for a five year 
period to support cancer research in 
the McArdle Laboratory (Depart
ment of Oncology) of the Medical 
School. 

Dr. Henry Pitot, Department 
Chairman and Laboratory Director 
reports that the funds will be used 
initially for "start up" funds for 
young scientists who are being 
recruited to bridge the fields of 
chemical and viral carcinogenesis. 
In three years the department ex
pects to initiate new investigation in 
tumor biology as well. 

The three broad areas of research 
now being pursued by the McArdle 
investigators are: The initiation and 
promotion of chemical car
cinogenesis, the biology and 

, genetics of tumor viruses and the 
mechanisms that regulate normal 
and cancerous cells. 

The McArdle Laboratory along 
with the Sidney Farber Cancer 
Institute in Boston this year joined 
nine other universities and research 
centers receiving the Bristol -Myers 
awards. 

First Rose Neuroscience Award 
On April 22 the Department of 
Neurophysiology presented the first 
Jerzy E. Rose Neuroscience Award 
for original and significant research 
in the neural sciences. 

The award was presented in con
JUnction with the seventh annual 
Woolsey lecture in the neuro
sciences. The recepient was 
graduate student Thomas Reh. 

Both the Rose Neu rose ience 
Award and the Woolsey Lecture 
were establishe.d by contributions 
from the Neurophysiology faculty 
and former students in honor of Drs. 
Woolsey and Rose--both members of 
the National Academy of Sciences. 
Additional contributions are re
quired, said Professor C. Daniel 
Geisler and Chairman joseph Hind, 
if the award and lectureship are to 
be perpetuated. 

john Rankin Visiting Professor 
to be Appointed 

Following the tragic and untimely 

death of Dr. john Rankin '45 in 1981 
his colleagues determined to 
memorialize Dr. Rankin with a pro
fessorship in Occupational and 
Environmental Medicine. 

Members of the Departments of 
Preventive Medicine and Medicine 
have responded so generously that 
the first John Rankin visiting pro
fessor will be brought to the 
medical school in the fall. 

Leadership for the fund campaign 
has been provided by a n.umber of 
John Rankin's colleagues-most 
notably Professor of Preventive 
Medicine jerry Dempsey, Professor 
of Medicine Helen Dickie'37, Pro
fessor of Preventive Medicine and 
Surgery Don Detmer, Professor of 
Neurology Henry Peters '45 and Pro
fessor of Medicine Guillermo 
Do Pi co: 

Because of the excellence of John 
Rankin 's accomplishments in faculty 
recruitment and program develop
ment the Department of Preventive 
Medicine has the strength and diver
sity to address the problems of safe
ty of the work place, the health 
problems resulting from the use of 
herbicides and pesticides and the ills 
resulting from an unhea lthy lifestyle. 
In addition to addressing these pro
blems in its teaching and research 
roles it also provides consultative 
services to federal and state govern
mental agencies. 

Professors Dickie and Dempsey 
are confident that the private sector 
will join with John Rankin's co l
leagues, friends and classmates to 

john Rankin, M.D., '45 

provide the funds needed to endow 
the John Rankin Memorial Professor
ship in Occupational and Environ
mental Medicine. 
New Radiology Research laboratory 

On May 21 returning alumni had 
the opportunity to tour and attend 
the dedication ceremonies of a new 
radiology research laboratory. 

The new laboratory was estab
lished to continue studies with 
digital subtraction angiography, a 
technique pioneered by Professor of 
Radiology and Medical Physics, 
Charles Mistretta. D.S.A. is now be-

Prof. Charles Mistretta 

ing used throughout the country to 
diagnose blood vessel disease. 

Radiology investigators will be us
ing the laboratory to improve their 
ability to see damaged blood vessels 
near the heart. D.S.A. can examine 
arteries in other parts of the body 
but the motion of the heart has 
prevented successful imaging of cor
onary arteries. 

The new imaging will involve both 
"time subtraction" and "energy sub
traction"--looking at blood vessels 
both at different times and different 
radiation levels. Until now they have 
been used individually. In combina
tion they may overcome current 
I imitations. 

Henry Castello, M.D. Award 
On June 12 the thirteenth annual 

Henry M. Castello, M.D. award was 
presented to Dr. Scott Fisher, P.C .I. 
Orthopedic Surgery. The award was 
established and has been maintained 
by contributions from Dr. and Mrs. 
Donald Lieberman, '52, of Santa 
Clara, Calif. in memory of their 
friend Dr. Henry Castello. The $200 
award is to "annually honor the 
intern who best epitomizes the 
qualities of clinical acumen, scien
tific curiosity and compassion for 
the patient. " Q 
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Faculty News 
Dr. George lythcott has returned 
from a leave of absence to assume a 
faculty position in Pediatrics and a 
position as Senior Staff Associate to 
Dr. David Kindig, Vice Chancellor 
for the Health Sciences. 

Dr. Lythcott is Edward Jenner Pro
fessor in International Health as 
well as Professor of Pediatrics. He 
formerly served as Associate Vice 
Chancellor for the Health Sciences. 

From the Fall of 1977 until 
January of 1981, Dr. Lythcott was 
Administrator of the Health Services 
Administration, one of the three ma
jor divisions of the U.S. Department 
of Health, Education and Welfare. 
He was appointed to the post by 
President Carter. 

Before his return, Dr. Lythcott was 
in Clinical Practice of Pediatrics, 
with an emphasis in Adolescent 
Medicine, with the U.S. Public 
Health Service in the Department of 
Pediatrics at the Phoenix Indian 
Medical Clinic in Phoenix, Arizona . 
He was also Visiting Professor of 
Health Policy and Management at 
the Harvard School of Public 
Health. 

Dr. George Lythcott 

Q 

Dr. john Z. Bowers, former Professor 
of Medicine and Dean of the Medical 
School from 1955 to 1961 was award
ed the japanese Emperor's Award, the 
Order of the Rising Sun, for his con
tributions to japanese medicine. A 
special medal and flag were 
presented to Dr. Bowers in a 
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ceremony held in .New York City in 
J u n e . 

Since his recent retirement as 
President of the josiah Macey Foun
dation, Dr. Bowers has been writing 
the official history of the 
Rockefeller Foundation in Medicine, 
Public Health and the Natural 
Sciences. 

He is also writing a history of the 
Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission 
which studied the medical and 
biological effects of the atomic 
bombs dropped on Hiroshima and 
Nag<~:saki. 

Q 

Professor of Pathology and 
Laboratory Medicine, james M. B. 
Bloodworth, Jr., is editor of 
Endocrine Pathology, 2nd edition 
recently published by Williams and 
Wilkins, Baltimore . 

Q 

Frederick Brightbill, Clinical 
Associate Professor of Ophthal
mology, has been elected President 
of the Eye Bank Association of 
America. During his tenure as 
Medical Director of the U.W.-Lions 
Eye Bank, the Wisconsin Eye Bank 
became the second in the country to 
use equipment allowing thirty-day 
storage of corneal tissue. 

Q 

Professor of Physiological 
Chemistry, Robert l. Metzenberg, 

Prof. Robert L. Metzenberg 

received one of the highly com
petitive Guggenheim Foundation 
Fellowships which will permit him to 
study homogeneity and diversity in 
multiple-copy genes at Stanford for 
approximately six months beginning 
January 1, 1983. Dr. Metzenberg 
holds a Bascom Professorship 
awarded in recognition of ex
cellence in both undergraduate 
teaching and research. He has been 
recognized by such awards as a 
Markle Scholarship, an N.I.H. Career 
Development Award and by service 
on N.I.H. and N.S.F. study sections 
and review panels. 

Q 

Professor of Oncology, Gerald C. 
Mueller, '46, has been elected to a 
one year term as President of the 
American Association for cancer 
research. He is nationally known for 
his research on carcinogenesis. His 
Oncology Department colleagues 
Harold Rusch, Van R. Potter and 
Elizabeth Miller have also served as 
President of the Association. 

Q 

Dr. Sture A.M. johnson 

Emeritus Professor of Medicine and 
long time Chairman of Dermatology, 
Sture A.M. johnson visited Madison 
in early June. The new Clinical 
Science Center and the remodeling 
of old Wisconsin General meet with 
his enthusiastic approval. He was 
reunited with long-time golfing part· 



ner, Ken Lemmer, '30, for several 
rounds of golf at Maple Bluff. 

Q 

John Steinhaus, '45, former Professor 
of Anesthesiology at U.W. and cur
rently Chairman of Anesthesiology 
at Emory University was the 
featured speaker at the graduation 
exercises for finishing Anes
thesiology Residents on June 12, 
1982. Former colleague and Assis
tant Dean Betty Bamforth gave John 
a personally guided tour of the 
entire Medical Center. 

Q 

Dr. K. Clifton 

Kelly H. Clifton, Professor of Human 
Oncology (Radiation Biology) re
turned to his faculty duties on July 
1 after spending two and one half 
years in Japan as Scientific Director 
of the Radiation Effects Research 
foundation. The ten-member Scien
tific Council of the Foundation con
sists of five U.S. members and five 
Japanese members who have been 
studying the effects of the radiation 
produced by the atomic bomb 
explosion over Hiroshima in 1945. 

Q 

Dean Manning, Associate Professor 
of Medical Microbiology, was 
elected to Alpha Omega Alpha by 
the student membership of the 
honorary Fraternity. Professor Mann
Ing was initiated at the annual 
~.OA banquet following the 
Honors Convocation on April 23, 
1982. 

Q 

June L. Dahl, Associate Professor of 
Pharmacology, received a Madison 
campus award for teaching ex
cellence. She was selected for the 
$1,000 award by a Faculty Commit
tee following her nomination by her 
faculty colleagues. 

Q 

Dr. Scott Davenport, Clinical Pro
fessor of Surgery, has been ap
pointed Assistant Dean for Clinical 
Affairs (Madison General Hospital). 
He will be responsible for oversight 
of U.W. Educational Programs at 
Madison General Hospital; provide 
liaison between M.G.H., the clinical 
departments that have programs at 
M.G.H. and the Dean's Office; 
disseminate M.G.H . policy and pro
gram goals to residents and medical 
students and manage the M.G.H. 
Medical Education budget 

Q 

Emeritus .Professors of 
Neurophysiology, jerzy E. Rose and 
Clinton N. Woolsey have been joint
ly awarded the Gerard Prize by the 
Society for Neuroscience. The 
$2,000 prize is the Society's major 
award and is presented in recogni
tion of outstanding contributions to 
neuroscience. 

Q 

Emeritus Professor of Oncology, 
Harold P. Rusch, '33, received the 
1981 Papanicolaou Award for 
distinguished service. Harold is the 
father of cancer research at Wiscon
sin and received our Medical Alum
ni Citation in 1973. 

Q 
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Alumni Capsules 

1926 
Dr. Elizabeth Rose (2 yr.) was 
featured prominently in a recent 
issue of the University of Penn
sylvania Health Affairs publication. 
An article dealing with Women in 
Medicine recounted some of the dif
ficulties Dr. Rose experienced as a 
female physician before gaining ac
ceptance. Dr. Rose recalls that her 
undergraduate counselor at Wiscon
sin, Dr. Dorothy Reed Mendenhall, 
predicted a hard life should a career 
in medicine be chosen. Dr. Rose 
transferred to the University of 
Pennsylvania after her U.W. basic 
science training. She received the 
M.D. degree from Pennsylvania, 
served an internship at Pennsylvania 
University Hospital and a Pediatric 
residency at Children's Hospital of 
Philadelphia. 

1932 
john C. McCarter and spouse jean 
are enjoying life in Port Townsend, 
Washington. Since 1970 they have 
lived on the waterfront just before 
the Admiralty Inlet to Puget Sound. 
They keep track of all affairs 
maritime as all vessels, private, 
naval and coast guard, pass in 
review. Other activities are garden
ing and biologic observation plus 
studying the history of " This Unique 
Corner of the World. " 

Herman H. Shapiro, Emeritus Pro
fessor of Medicine, is only "sort of" 
retired. He is in the hospital every 
day and still is interpreting elec
trocardiograms and "dabb ling in 
medicine." In add it ion, activities as 
a non-profess ional farmer and tree 
grower help to keep him busy. 
Spouse Gwen is ·act ive in volunteer 
blood pressure screening. In 1978 
Herman received the W.M.A.A. 
Emeritus Faculty Award. 

Robert l. Waffle presided at the fif
tieth reunion of the 1932 class. His 
fund of humorous stories was equal 
to the demands of the occasion. The 
excellence of his performence un
doubtedly contributed to his elec
tion as 1932 Class Representative. 
He is the Medical Director of five 
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nursing homes in Fond du Lac and 
has received numer"ous citations for 
his efforts including the designation 
of "Physician of the Year" by the 
Wisconsin Association of Nursing 
Homes. Hobbies include gardening, 
stamp and coin collecting and deer 
hunting. He is also active in the 
Kiwanis Club, the American Legion 
and Masonic bodies. 

1933 
Alexander Braze has moved from 
Rockford, I L to Eustis, FL . Earlier 
this year he was elected President
Elect of the American Society of 
Abdominal Surgeons. This occurred 
during the 23rd annual clinical Con
gress in Las Vegas, NV. 

Willard .Huibregtse of Sheboygan 
was named "outstanding Alumnus of 
the year" by the Sheboygan County 
Alumni Club. The award was given 
in recognition of contributions to the 
community over a period of forty
seven years. Dr. Huibregtse served 
as a volunteer in Vietnam in 1969 
and was President of the Sheboygan 
County Medical Society in 1967. 

Class representative Melvin F. Huth 
of Baraboo, WI recently received 
another honor for his dedication and 
leadership in providing medical 
supervision for high school athletic 
events. For all of the thirty-nine 
years he has practiced in Baraboo 
Mel has been responsible for arrang
ing the annual physicals for high 
school athletes. He was presented 
with an inscribed basketball. 

1936 
Henry A. Anderson, Class Co
representative, has retired from the 
position of Medical Director for the 
State's total and permanent disabili
ty program under Social Security. 
He will be replaced by Dr. Paul 
Tracy who is well known for his 
work in Human Oncology and in the 
Medical School C.M.E. Program. The 
State Medical Society recently laud
ed Henry for his 21 years of service 
as Chairman of the State Medical 
Society Committee on Tuberculosis 
and Chest Diseases; for 30 years on 

the Board of Directors of the 
Wisconsin Lung Association and for 
more than 25 years as Medical 
Director of River Pines Sanatorium 
in Stevens Point. 

1940 
William T. Mautz recently retired as 
Assistant Director of Health Services 
at the University of Wisconsin-Eau 
Claire. He is the first physician to be 
employed by the University of 
Wisconsin-Eau Claire joining the 
staff in 1966. Dr. Mautz maintained 
a private practice until1971 when 
he was appointed Health Services 
Director and full-time physician. In 
1980 he retired as Director to 
become Assistant Director. Under 
his leadership the health service 
grew in size and in scope of services 
provided. Dr. Mautz is a Past
President of the Eau Claire-Dunn
Pepin Counties M ed ical Society and 
Past-President of the Eau Claire 
Health Department. He plans to re
main in the Eau Claire area. 

Dr. William T. Mautz 

1941 
Russell F. lewis recently received 
the Presidential Life Membership 61 
the Wood County Medical Society 
in Marshfield, Wisconsin. Russ is 
immed iate past-President of the 
State Medical Society. 

1942 
Everett W. Humke has opted for 
early retirement from the Kaiser Per· 
manente, Southern California group 



after fifteen years at a satellite 
clinic in the Fontana area and ser
vice as a staff physician at the· 
Kaiser Foundation Hospital in Fon
tana. He plans to spend his summers 
at Green Lake, WI and winters in 
Redlands, CA. For twenty years he 
practiced in Chilton, WI with his 
brother, Kenneth Humke '56. 

1947 
Hans Hartenstein is in the private 
practice of Pediatrics in Syracuse, 
New York and is Clinical Professor 
of Pediatrics at Upstate Medical 
Center- S.U.N.Y. Lots and lots of 
tennis occupies his leisure hours. 
Spouse Mary Louise is a Social 
Worker specializing in overseas 
adoptions. 

Thomas M. Haug received the Max 
Fox Preceptor Award in a ceremony 
held in Rhinelander, Wisconsin on 
May 27. Dean Arnold Brown 
presented the award in recognition 
of thirty-three years of commitment 
to the preceptorship and exemplar 
service as Head Preceptor at 
Rhinelander for ten years. Classmate 
Sigurd Sivertson, Assistant Dean and 
Director of the Preceptor Program, 
was also present for the happy 
occasion. 

Solomon Kann is working and play
mg hard in Miami Beach, Florida. He 
IS practicing cardiology and is active 
m local and state Society of Internal 
Medicine matters. Non-professional 
mterests are grandchildren, four in 
number, plus golf and tennis. 
Rachel, Mrs. Kann, is a real estate 
broker. 

john F. Meyer is currently practicing 
psychiatry in Covina, California. He 
is certified in pediatrics as well as in 
psychiatry (adult and child). John 
reports that classmates James Sands 
1s practicing internar medicine and 
respiratory therapy and Dale 
Weifenbach, also class of '47 is in 
obstetrics and gynecology, both 
practice in Covina. John is Clinical 
Director of Charter Oak Psychiatric 
Hospital and Consultant to Sierra 
Vista Community Mental Health 
Center. He has a special interest in 
the multiple personality and plans 
to publish in this area. 

Paul Moen is known as the "fat doc-

tor" of Moline, Illinois having done 
over 300 gastric procedures for mor
bid obesity. A trip to the People's 
Republic of China was a recent 
highlight Both Paul and spouse 
Janet enjoy travel and collecting an
tiques. Paul specializes in Red Wing 
pottery. Other hobbies· are skiing 
and photography. The Moen's have 
three children. One is a pediatrician, 
one is a banker and the third is 
employed in public relations. 

Dr. Donald R. Korst 

1948 
Donald R. Korst recently brought 
Class Representative Roland 
Liebenow up-to-date on his ac
tivities. Don is Chief of the General 
Internal Medicine Section at Boston 
University Medical Center and has 
had the opportunity to develop a 
new program. He reports seeing 
classmates Bob Johnson and Fred 
Koenecke during the past year as 
well as Dean Arnold Brown. Don is 
finding life in Boston and New 
England exciting and invites 
classmates to call when in the 
Boston area. Boston has provided 
Don with many opportunities to ex
pand his jazz record collection. 

1949 
Claude W. Schmidt of Waukesha, 
Wisconsin was recently honored by 
the American College of Obstetri
cians and Gynecologists for pro
viding three weeks of service to the 
U.S.P.H.S. Indian Health Service. 
Volunteers such as Dr. Schmidt 
enable physicians on the staff of the 
Indian Health Service to have time 
off for seminars, training and vaca
tions. 

1956 
William H. Ayres one of Bill 
Oatway's Badgers in the West (San 
Mateo, CA), has been elected to 
serve for two years on the Council 
of the American Academy of Child 
Psychiatry. The Council is the 
governing body of the Academy and 
Bill was elected from the assembly 
where he serves as delegate from 
Northern California. 

1957 
Douglas Bradley of Diablo, Califor
nia is Chief of the Department of 
Medicine, Kaiser Permanente 
Medical Center, Martinez, California 
and state surgeon for the California 
National Guard. His spouse, Barbara 
Ann collects miniatures while both 
enjoy tennis. 

Jack Edson invites his classmates to 
visit the family's 244 acre farm near 
Strum, Wisconsin (don't fret) which 
the family is developing as a nature 
and conservation area. Miles of 
cross-country skiing and hiking trails 
have been developed and extensive 
tree farming is in the offing. Jack is 
President of the Wisconsin 
Psychiatric Assn. Hobbies include 
music (church choir), photography, 
family activities such as skiing, cam
ping, conservation and nature ac
tivities, in addition to planting trees 
and gardening. 

Arthur S. leon of Minnetonka, Min
nesota is Professor in the University 
of Minnesota School of Public 
Health with joint appointments in 
the Department of Medicine and the 
Graduate School. He is a Research 
Cardiologist and Exercise Physio
logist. His spouse Gloria is an 
Associate Professor of Psychology 
and Psychiatry at the University of 
Minnesota. Arthur is a devotee of 
distance running and cross-country 
skiing. He received the W .M .G. 
Anderson Award of the American 
Alliance of Health, Physical Educa
tion and Recreation in 1981 for con
tributions to the field by a non
member. 

Ann Gilfry Schierl is practicing 
Anesthesiology in Stevens Point, 
Wisconsin. She is an addicted 
aerobic dancer, is active in 
children's theatre, enjoys curling and 
participates in numerous community 
service activities ranging from local 
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School Advisory Boards to a Cover
nor's Council. With a son at Notre 
Dame, another at Purdue and a third 
in high school she is vicariously 
experiencing--and enjoying--college 
and high school all over again. 

1958 
john W. Weiss of Evanston, Illinois 
has had a singularly active and pro
ductive 1981-82. He was in Nigeria 
to run a dermatology clinic with 
FOCUS doctors in February. He 
published "Dermatology in the 
Peoples Republic of China" in the 
Archives of Dermatology and "Der
matology Training of Primary Care 
Physicians Without a Residency Pro
gram" in the International journal of 
Dermatology. In December of 1981 
he spoke on "Diseases of the Sexual 
Revolution" at the American 
Academy of Dermatology meeting 
in San Francisco and served on the 
Man Power Committee of the 
Association of Professors of 
Dermatology. 

1960 
john Ramlo is Clinical Associate Pro
fessor of Surgery at the Univer-
sity of North Dakota School of 
Medicine in Fargo and has been 
selected as outstanding teacher of 
the year. He is an otolaryngologist 
and has held a faculty appointment 
since 1978. His teaching activities in
clude senior electives, the family 
medicine residency program and 
continuing medical education offer
ings. 

Dr. Sidney E. johnson 

1961 
Sidney E. Johnson has been named 
President of WISPRO (Wisconsin 
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Professional Review Organization) 
which is a voluntary organization 
established to guarantee the ap
propriateness of health care services 
paid by Medicare, Medicaid and 
similar government programs. A 
specialist in gastroenterology, Dr. 
Johnson has been with the Marsh
field Clinic since 1966. He was 
elected Clinic Vice President in 1974 
and 1975, and has served as Chair
man of the Department of Medicine. 
Since October of 1977 he has been 
Medical Director of the clinic, now 
the third largest multi-speciality 
group medical practice in the na
tion. 

1965 
Arthur Norris of Wauwatosa, 
WI has· been named Medical Direc
tor of Milwaukee Psychiatric 
Hospital. He has served as Clinical 
Director for several years. Arthur is· 
President-elect of the Milwaukee 
Neuro-Psychiatric Society. 

Robert T. Obma of LaCrosse has 
not been resting on his oars. A 
Medical School Preceptor, Bob was 
recently certified in the specialty of 
cardiovascular disease. He is 
Associate Medical Director of the La
Crosse Cardiac Rehabilitation Pro
gram and serves as the team 
physician for the U.S. ski team. He 
recently edited a book on ski jumping 
and evaluated a cardiac rehabilita
tion program at Central State 
University. 

1966 
Richard E. Silberman was 
featured speaker of a community 
health series provided by St. Luke's 
Hospital, Milwaukee. A cardiologist, 
he spoke on "Jogg ing : Start to 
Finish." 

1967 
Marshall L. Berman of Studio 
City, California has suggested some 
nicknames for UW-Medical Alumni: 
Does either "g rab you"? Marshall 
proposes either "Bardeen's Badgers" 
or " The Middletonians." Further sug
gestions are invited whether aptly 
alliterative, properly formal or 
straight up with a twist. 

1969 
Marvin Napgezek is practicing 

Internal Medicine in Willmar, Min
nesota. The Napgezek clan enjoys 
the fishing, cross-country skiing and 
other out-of-doors activities made 
possible by the Minnesota climate 
and topography but find that they 
are at a disadvantage as hard-core 
Packer fans in the heart of Viking 
country. 

1970 
Wilhelm G. Doos has lived in 
Boston for twelve years. He is Assis
tant Professor of Pathology at 
Boston University with major 
teaching assignments at Boston 
University ·and Harvard. Wilhelm is 
Associate Chief of the Laboratory 
Service at the V.A. Medical Center 
as well as Chief of the Autopsy Ser
vice and Coordinator of Resident 
Training. The entire Doos family 
(wife, Iris and two children) enjoy 
skiing and summer camping and 
follows Wisconsin hockey with great 
interest. Wilhelm's hobby is Russian 
numismatics. 

1976 
The residents of the Mayo Clinic 
Department of Radiology selected 
William Charboneau as 
teacher of the year. Bill is a 
Diagnostic Radiologist at the Mayo 
Clinic. 

Moving to Houston, TX from 
Baltimore, MD was the early July 
activity of Richard Heuser. He is . 
entering private practie and will also 
be joining the clinical faculty of 
Baylor College of Medicine as an 
Assistant Professor of Medicine. In 
Baltimore Richard was Instructor in 
Medicine (Cardiology at johns 
Hopkins. 

1977 
john M. Donhowe is an instructor in 
Clinical Pathology at the University 
of Minnesota. A particular interest is 
research in diabetes. In the fall the 
Donhowes will be in England as part 
of an exchange program with the 
Pathology Department in the Royal 
Free Hospital, University of London. 
Building a word processor is a 
leisure time activity. John's spouse is, 
an attorney. 

Robert L. Huxley has completed the 
second year of a Cardiology 
fellowship in Nuclear Cardiology at 



the University of Texas Health 
Science Center, Parkland Memorial 
Hospital in Dallas, Texas. After com
pleting a third year in Clinical Car
diology he plans to return to 
Milwaukee to establish a practice in 
the summer of 1983. 

l ynn T. Martin and spouse Kathryn, 
she 's an RN, have returned to 
Madison and a Plastic Surgery 
residency at University Hospitals . 
Lynn completed an Otolaryngology 
residency in Portland, Oregon this 
year. 

Dean E. Whiteway is now associated 
with the medical staff of the 
Gundersen Clinic in LaCrosse, WI. 
Dean completed his postgraduate 
training in internal medicine at the 
Gundersen Medical Foundation. He 
was practicing with the Gundersen 
Clinic in Spring Crave, MN before 
joining the Clinic in LaCrosse. 

1978 
Oak Park, Illinois is the new address 
of Benedict L. Cieri as of June 20, 
1982. He has completed his 
Psychiatry Residenc,v . .a1..1h.e .M.a.dic.al 
College of Virginia and is beginning 
a Geriatric Clinical Research 
fellowship at Rush-Presbyterian-St. 
Luke's in Chicago. Ben was married 
to Karla Hayter in October of 1981. 
They will be spending four weeks in 
Sweden before he begins his 
fellowship. 

Classmates of Robert Van Der Leest 
will have to seek him out on the 
west coast instead of the midwest. 
On completion of his Dermatology 
residency training at the University 
of Minnesota Hospitals he joined 
the Permanente Medical Croup in 
fremont, California. His internship 
was served at Hennepin County 
\1edical Center in Minneapolis. 

Thomas Winters is now a member of 
the Medical Staff of the Marshfield 
Clinic-Wautoma Center in central 
Wisconsin. Tom completed his fam
Ily practice residency at St. Mary's 
Hospital, Grand Rapids, Ml and 
practiced as an Emergency Room 
physician before returning to 
Wisconsin. 

1979 
Jeffery G. Scherer recently visited 
the Medical Alumni Office. He 

assumed new duties as a naval staff 
flight surgeon beginning July 1, 
1982, when he transferred from Air
wing 6 (on board USS Independence) 
Flight Surgeon position to 
Helicopter Antisubmarine Wing 1 at 
Naval Air Station , Jacksonville, 
Florida. 

Dr. Jeffery G. Scherer 

FORMER HOUSE 
STAFF 
john de Giovanni (Surgery 72-77) is 
now a Fellow of the American Col
lege of Surgeons. He is currently 
Chief of Staff at Sauk-Prairie 
Memorial Hospital in Sauk City
Prairie du Sac, WI. 

Dr. Rufus W. Head, Radiology, 
69-72, recently moved from Fresno, 
CA to Lincoln, ME where he has re
entered private practice. He visited 
Madison enroute to Maine and en
joyed seeing many old friends in the 
Madison community and . in the 
Radiology Department. Since mov
ing to Maine, Rufus has already 
been visited by john Brooks, M.D. 
(Opth 68-71) of Glenwood 
Springs, CO. Their mini-reunion 
marked the first time the two had 
met since 1973. Rufus enjoys reading 
news of his colleagues in the 
Quarterly. 

Kishan J. Pandya, 1976-78 Oncology 
Fellow, is now located in Rochester, 
NY. He is Assistant Professor of On
cology in Medicine at the University 

o f R"ocnester S""cnoo r o f Mecflcine 
and Dentistry and Oncology Unit 
Head at St. Mary's Hospital, 
Rochester. He passed his medical 
oncology boards in 1981. 

Q 

Necrology 
George B. Benson '29 (2 year) 
San Angelo, Texas 
March 24, 1982 

Kay E. R. Lundberg '66 
Duluth, Minnesota 
March 7, 1982 

Edwin F. Schneiders '21(2 year) 
Madison, Wisconsin 
May 30, 1982 

George F. Schroeder '37 
River Forest, Illinois 
April12, 1982 

Bertram Spira '36 (2 year) 
Hemet, California 

George H. Wegmann '32 
Wauwatosa , Wisconsin 
April 21, 1982 
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Nuclear War
Greatest Risk Factor 
David R. Johnson, Med. II 

Health Risk Assessment. Sounds like 
something worthwhile for someone 
concerned about preventive ap
proaches to medicine. So three 
other second-year students and I 
took the opportunity to participate 
in an elective Introduction to Cli
nical Medicine course on the sub
ject. 

W e each filled out a straight
forward questionnaire with personal 
information--from blood pressure to 
smoking habits--and submitted it to 
the Wisconsin Center for Health 
Risk Research . About a week and a 
computer printout later, we got 
together with the course director to 
discuss the process . I found the 
meeting informative and reassuring, 
or so I initially thought. 

Our discussion covered such 
things as the development of this 
kind of formal risk factor analysis, 
its possible applications in clinical 
settings, the program 's strengths and 
weaknesses, and the necessity of on
going refinements . We then received 
and reviewed our personal health 
risk assessment printouts. 

I learned from my printout about 
the major causes of death for an 
average white man of 26 years (i.e . 
motor vehicle accidents, suicide, 
and homicide) and that for someone 
in this race, sex, and age group the 
chances of death over the next ten 
years from all causes are 177 out of 
10,000. I learned also that because 
of a few good habits I have and few· 
bad ones I don' t , my chances for 
death in the next decade are better 
than average, around 127 in 10,000. 
That struck me as reassuring. 

But then I began thinking along 
another line. I thought of the 50,000 
nuclear weapons in the world, more 
and more of which are being placed 
on hair-trigger control systems 
known as " launch on warning". 

I thought about the various events 
which move us psychologically 
closer to acquiescing in the use of 
these weapons: statements by cur
rent political leaders that nuclear 
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war would merely be " less than 
desirable" and that it can be " t ac
tical ", " limited", or " winnable"; 
governmental promotion of civil 
defense pl ans whi ch would save but a 
few for a future of unthinkable suffer
ing; and efforts to equate more 
weapons of destruction with greater 
safety. and security. 

I thought of the 151 false al arm s 
which the North American Air 
Defense Command had in just an 
eighteen-month period , any one o t 
which might have led to acc idental 
nuclear war in a matter of minutes; 
of the alarming rates of alcoholism, 
drug abuse, and psychosis among 
the some 100,000 individuals with 
access to nuclear weapons; and of 
the horrible consequences whi ch 
might arise from a simple 
mechanical failure, computer 
malfunction, or human error. 

I thought about the 113 m illion 
Russians and 140 million Americans 
who would die in an all-out nuclear 
exchange between the U.S. and the 
Soviet Union. I thought about the 
almost unimaginable havoc such an 
exchange would wreck on the eco
sphere, to the point that this planet 
could no longer support life as we 
have come to know it. 

I thought of the destruction and 
death which would follow a single 
megaton air burst over various 
population centers (e.g., New York, 
San Francisco, Chicago or Madison) 
and of how the medical response to 
such catastrophes would range from 
grossly inadequate to non-existent. 

I thought about the exportation of 
nuclear technology, from this coun
try and from others, which inevit
ably leads to an increased number 
of member nations in the so-called 
" nuclear club" and to greater 
regional and global instability 

I thought also of the many 
distinguished women and men, from 
many respected professions, who 
have warned and continue to w arn 
that our current course is inexorably 
leading us all to the nuclear night-

mares whi ch I have but briefly 
described here . 

And then I realized that in our 
health risk assessment exercise we 
had overlooked our greatest risk 
factor--the ultimate medical, social 
and political challenge--nuclear war. 
The reassurance I had felt earlier 
quickly dissipated. 

Yet in the midst of this precarious 
situation there is some cause for op· 
timism. People by the thousands are 
becoming informed about the sub
ject and rallying together to demand 
total nuclear disarmament, to de
mand that this form of international 
terrorism--of which we are all 
hostages--be ceased . 

The medical profession , with its 
ability to discuss authoritatively cer
tain indisputable consequences of 
thermonuclear war and to influence 
public opinion, has begun to play an 
extremely important role in all of 
this. Promoting this role is a nation
wide organization known as Physi
cians' for Social Responsibility (PSR). 

E stab I ished in 1961, PSR has ex
panded to include over 10,000 
members in well over 100 chapters. 
Madison is the home of one of those 
chapters, a very active and growing 
one. 

The work of PSR--public and pro
fessional education on the medical 
effects of nuclear technology and 
nuclear war--is progressing quickly, 
but not quickly enough. Concerted 
effort is needed now while the one 
effective medical strategy-
prevention--is still available. It is our 
responsibifity to see to the preven
tion of nuclear holocaust. 

More information is available from 
Physicians for Social Responsibility 
PO Box 1712 
Madison, WI 53701-1712 
Phone 608/256-8241 
or 
Physicians for Social Responsibility 
PO Box 144 
Watertown, MA 02172 Q 



To the editor: 
I thought that you might be in

terested in hearing about the 
Epidemic Intelligence Service (or 
EIS) at the Center for Disease Con
trol. I just returned from a con
ference in Atlanta, and for the next 
two years will be working in the 
Field Services Division at the Public 
Health Department in Lansing, 
Michigan. 

While in Atlanta, I perused the 
EIS Directory and discovered the 
following alumni had been EIS of
fice rs: 

Thomas Cesario '65 
John Chandler '65 
Neal Halsey '71 
Loreen Herwaldt (Current Officer) 
Mark Kehrberg '76 
Peter Layde '76 
Dennis Maki '67 
John Middaugh '72 
Mark Speckhard '61 

In addition to Dennis Maki, the 
following current or former faculty 
were also EIS officers: 

Donn D' Alessio 
Calvin Kunin 
William Scheckler (he attended 

the meeting in Atlanta) 
Robert Woodson 

~lso, Philip Brachman, Director of 
the Epidemiology Program Office 
received his BS from the UW in 
1949. 

I'm certain that the list is not 
omplete; the E IS Program has been 
n existence for over 30 years and 
nas graduated over 1,000 officers. 

I am enclosing an article which 
Jescribes the E IS Program, and 

· 11Duld be happy to answer any and 
all questions. 

Sincerely, 
Pat Remington, M.D., '81 

Dear Dr. Remington: 
Your detailed information concer

ning U.W. Alumni and Faculty who 
have been associated with the E.I.S. 
Program of the Center for Disease 
Control is much appreciated and 
will be used in the Quarterly. 

Dr. Philip Brachman received our 
Medical Alumni Citation in 1979, he 
is a 1953 graduate of the Medical 
School. 

Best Wishes. 
Sincerely, 

Ralph Hawley 
Executive Director 

Dear W.M.A.A. 
Maybe you'll be interested in the 

enclosed items. Dad had a very fine 
100th birthday. Many, many wonder
fu I letter~ have been received. 

We of all the family are delighted 
that the PFC lecturesh ip is coming 
to life, and so pleased that Fred 
Rasmussen will be the first lecturer. 

Sincerely, 
Arnold & Marion Clark 

Livermore, CA 94550 

Dear Newsletter: 
Two years ago last Christmas 

participated in a singing of the 
Messiah at a local church, and 
noted that the man next to me was 
remarkably old. He had a pretty 
wavery voi ce too, but he stood up 
and sat down in the right places. 

He missed the sing this year. It 
was Dr. Paul Clark, Professor of 
Microbiology Emeritus, UW. He was 
still in the department when I took 
training in 1954 but had just retired . 
May 9th of this year, he celebrated 
his 100th Anniversary in Livermore. 
He has recently moved to the Ha
cienda Convalescent Hospital, but is 
in touch with his son and daughter 
in law Arnold and M arion Clark on a 

.daily basis . 
He was a popular man in a 

popular department, and under the 
circumstances, he is still going 
strong. 

Claude 0. Burdick, M.D. 
University of Wisconsin ' 58 

Dear Kathe: 
I am very pleased to see the 

Alumni Bulletin, this Spring Edition. 
The editorial "We Have Come a 
Way, But" looks great and I think 
will stimulate a lot of thoughtful 
discussion. The real surprise was the 

Alumni Spotlight on Barry and 
myself. It is a pleasure and honor to 
see this presented in the Alumni 
J?ulletin. It makes me feel that the 
struggles and successes that we 
have had over the years may en
courage other people that this really 
can be an exciting and successful 
and stimulating life style. 

If you have any extra Quarterlies, 
I would like to send one to each of 
our parents if that is possible. Thank 
you very much and good luck as 
President. 

Warm regards. 
Carol M. Rumack, M.D. 

Director of Pediatric Radiology 
University of Colorado Health 

Sciences Center 

Dear Mischa, 
I want to thank you for sending 

the Wisconsin Medical Alumni 
Quarterly to me. I always read it 
when Bob got it, and now I continue 
to read it with great interest. 

I espec ially enjoyed your article 
" It Ain' t Necessarily So", and I know 
Bob would have loved it. It reminds 
me so vividly of our experiences. 
We were married in 1934 at the end 
of Bob's third year of medical 
school, and we too experienced the 
throes of The Depression. I recall 
when we came to the last semester 
of medical school, we were really 
concerned where the tuition money 
would come from. Bob's parents and · 
my parents had helped to the limit 
of their strained-by-the-depression 
resources. No more scholarship or 
loan funds were available from the 
school. My earnings barely paid for 
the small apartment rent and our 
food. Banks wou·ldn' t think of loan
ing money to a medical student. In, 
this situation and completely out of 
the blue came a letter from my 
former violin teacher asking if I 
would be interested in selling my 
violin . I must admit that se lling the 
violin wasn't all that much of a 
sacrifice for me. The piano and 
organ were my favorite 'instruments, 
and years later Bob bought me a 
Hammond organ and a Beckstein 
piano. I was adequate ly repaid! 

Dr. Budzak's article also was of 
great interest to me. It is an area 
Bob and I were greatly interested in 
through the years. After all, our 
daughter, Suzanne, is a M .D . 
Suzanne gave a talk about women 
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physicians in 1981, and her paper 
was published in the Pharos of 
Alpha Omega Alpha. On the chance 
you might find it interesting, I am 
enclosing a reprint. Needless to say, 
I am very much the loving and 
proud mother. I am grateful I can 
say the same thing about our other 
two daughters. 

Again, my sincere thanks. 
Sincerely, 

Helen 
Mrs. Robert D. Wright 
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HIGHLIGHTS: 

DATE: 

TITLE: 
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AUDIENCE 

CREDIT: 

HIGHLIGHTS: 
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August 14, 1982 

Fifth Annual Sports Medicine Program 

Waunakee, Wisconsin 

University of Wisconsin, Division of Orthopedic 
Surgery, Section of Sports Medicine, and Univer
sity of Wisconsin-Extension Department of Conti
nuing Medical Education. 

Physicians, Nurses, Therapists, Trainers, Coaches 

AMA Category I, AOA Category 2-D, AAFP, 
University of Wisconsin-Extension Continuing 
Education Hours-all10 hours 

Program to discuss many aspects of sports 
medicine in light of school, college, and post col
lege injuries 

September 9, 1982 

Delivery of Health Care Services to Indochinese 
Refugees 

Wisconsin Center 

University of Wisconsin-Extension, Dept. of Conti
nuing Medical Education, Wis. Department of 
Health and Social Services, Division of Health, 
Bureau of Community Health and Prevention, 
Refugee Program; and University of Wisconsin 
School of Medicine. 

Physicians, Nurses, Allied Health Professionals, 
Dentists dealing with Indochinese Refugee 
population. A choice of workshops is included. 

AMA, AOA, AAFP elective, all 6 hours 

Program to feature clinical and social aspects of 
dealing with Indochinese ~efugee population. A 
Choice of workshops is included . 

.September 16, 1982 

Infection Control for Community Hospitals 
University of Wisconsin Clinical Science Center, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

University of Wisconsin-Extension, Continuing 
Medical Education; and University of Wisconsin 
School of Medicine, Department of Medicine, 
Infection Control Unit 

Medical Personnel responsible for infection con
trol in a small hospital or institution with limited 
resources 

AMA Category I, AAFP, AOA, University of 
Wisconsin Continuing Education Hours 

Program will satisfy the need for clinical informa
tion, clarify regulations, and give practical ad
ministrative help in the area of nosocomial infec
tion control 

DATE: 

TITLE: 

SITE: 

SPONSORS: 

AUDIENCE: 

CREDIT: 

HIGHLIGHTS: 

DATE: 

TITLE: 

.SIT~: 

SPONSORS: 

AUDIENCE 

CREDIT: 

HIGHLIGHTS: 

FEE: 

September 22-25, 1982 

7th Anuual Nuclear Cardiology Symposium 

Red Carpet Hotel, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Mount Sinai Medical Center, Milwaukee, WI; 
University of Wisconsin-Extension Continuing 
Medical Education, University of Wisconsin 
School of Medicine, Milwaukee Clinical Campus, 
Cardiovascular Disease Program; American Heart 
Association; and Society of Nuclear Medicine 

Physicians, Nurses, Allied Health Professionals 

AMA Category I, VOICE, University of Wisconsin· 
Extenpion Continuing Education Hours 

Feature plenary sessions, discussions, and an in· 
troductory mini-symposium. Exhibits will also be 
featured. 

September 24-25, 1982 

Seminars in Pediatrics 

Madison, Wisconsin 

University of Wisconsin Department of Pediatrics 
and University of Wisconsin-Extension Depart
ment of Continuing Medical Education 

Physicians and nurses working with children 

AMA Category I, AOA and AAFP applied for, 
University of Wisconsin CEU's-all12 hours 

Guest speakers will. be Melvin D. Levine, M.D. 
speaking on school problems, including attention 
and learning abnormalities, and Dr. Lynn Taussig 
speaking on pulmonary diseases in children 

$140 physicia·ns, $85 nurses, residents, others 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Sarah Z. Aslakson 
Continuing Medical Education 
4658 WARF Building 
610 Walnut Street 
Madison, WI 53706 
Telephone: (608) 263-2856 



Corning Events 
Some important dates for U.W. Medical Alumni to reserve for 1982-83 

October 8, 1982 
Central Wisconsin Medical Alumni Meeting 
Stevens Point, Wisconsin 
An entertaining program for alumni and their spouses plus Dean Brown and members of the faculty 
Dr. David Hendrickson, Program Chairman .. 

October 30, 1982 
Annual Fall Saturday Morning Brunch at Union South 9:30 A.M. to 12:30 P.M. 
Tickets to Northwestern vs. Wisconsin Footb~ll Game 

February 6, 1983 
Annual Milwaukee Winter Meeting 
Westmoor Country Club, Brookfield, Wisconsin 
A Sunday Morning Brunch and diverting program. 
Drs. Sam Perlson and Walter "Dick" Schwartz, Program Co-Chairman 

April 15, 1983 
Northeastern Wisconsin Spring Meeting 
Another enjoyable program for alumni, spouses, the Dean and members of the faculty 
Drs. Rolf Lulloff and Robert Wochos, Program Co-Chairmen 

~ay 20, 1983 
Alumni Day - Madison 
Reunions for the classes of 1933, 1'938, 1943, 1948, 1953, 1958, 1963, 1968, 1973, 1978 

You will be receiving notification of Wisconsin receptions at National meetings of the American College of Surgeons, American 
College of Physicians, R.S.N.A. and others. We hope to see you. 
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